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February 16, 2011 
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Dear Madam Chairwoman Capito and Representative Maloney: 
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I am writing in regard to the hearing to be held this Thursday in the House 
Financial Institution and Consumer Credit Subcommittee concerning debit card 
interchange fees and the repeal of the Durbin Amendment. I had asked to be a witness at 
the hearing, but I understand and accept that the limitations on the number of witnesses 
will not permit my testimony, 

I would like to submit this letter expressing my views. I would respectively pose 
the following questions. 

First, is it appropriate that Congress limit the fee that banks can charge on debit 
card transactions to less than the cost of providing the service? The Durbin Amendment 
clearly states that only incremental processing costs can be recovered, thus requiring 
banks to provide this service at a loss. 

The attached Exhibit 1 which is based on data we submitted to the Federal 
Reserve on October 12, 2010, clearly shows that TCF and other banks will not be 
permitted to recover their legitimate and verifiable direct costs (let alone make a profit). 

Second, is it appropriate that Congress require banks to provide a service that 
provides significant value to merchants at below cost? With debit cards, merchants 
receive payment guarantees from banks, faster payment, reduced labor costs in check out 
lanes, reduced back office collection and data file costs, reduced cash needs, more 
efficient customer error resolution, etc. etc. Furthermore, there is evidence that debit card 
use increases total sales and therefore total profits. 
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We commissioned economist Anne Layne-Farrar from LECG Consulting to 
tabulate the dollar benefit of debit services to merchants, looking at the alternative 
avoided costs of accepting cash and checks (such as bad check losses and extra time at 
checkout line) and the uptick in sales that debit services generate (see attached Exhibit 2). 
Ms. Layne-Farrar concluded that the value of debit services fully justifies current 
interchange rates, and far exceeds the incremental cost only formula of the Durbin 
Amendment. She also concluded that debit card acceptance had the lowest net cost 
compared to cash and checks. 

The fact that merchants all over the United States freely choose to accept debit 
cards and continue to do so at today's fee levels clearly demonstrates the economic 
benefits to the merchant. There are millions of merchants in the United States with signs 
that say "NO CHECKS". All these merchants take debit cards. 

Third. merchants have claimed that current interchange rates are the result of a 
"market failure", i.e., the result of some sort of monopolistic practices on the part of 
VISA and MasterCard. Is this claim based on sound economic analysis? To my 
lmowledge, no such study exists. 

We commissioned economist Kevin Mutphy, George J. Stigler Distinguished 
Service Professor of Economics in the Booth School of Business and the Department of 
Economics at the" University of Chicago to examine this issue for us. Are current debit 
interchange rates too high? Do they reflect, as the merchant lobby alleges, an absence of 
competition between debit networks? Professor Mutphy concludes that the pricing and 
structure of debit networks reflects what economics predicts would emerge in a 
competitive marketplace. He concludes that the observed structure and pricing facilitate 
the efficient operation of debit networks. Professor Mutphy also concluded that today's 
interchange rates reflect the appropriate balancing in a two-sided market in which bank 
customers are linked to merchants, and that current interchange rates are competitively 
priced and not the result of a market failure or a monopoly. 

Fourth..the Federal ReserVe Board concluded in its proposed rulemaldng that 
debit services are the fimctional equivalent of checks. Is that conclusion supportable in 
vIew of the numerous fundamental differenceS between the two? Doesn't this conclusion 
ignore the fact that debit comes with a bank guarantee while the credit risk for checks 
remains with the merchant, and the fact that the legal obligations around a check are set 
by the Unifonn Commercial Code and FR rules while those around debit are set by the 
VISA, MasterCard or other applicable platfonn rules? 

. There is a reason that merchant signs ''No Checks Please" have been 
appearing all across America in recent years. Debit is driving out checks in every place 
where both can be used because debit is superior to, nqt equal to, checks as a payment 
method. Checks are not the same as.debit - neither functionally nor as a value 
proposition to the merchants. These merchant signs are evidence that the retail 
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community recognizes the significant differences between checks and debit, and the 
greater value of the debit service. 

Also, wbile checks transfer between banks at par, they have never transferred 
between merchants and banks at par. Banks have aIways charged merchants for 
processing deposited checks. 

Fifth, does the Constitution pennit the federal government to tell a seller of 
services to sell below cost? We respectfully submit to the Subcommittee that the Durbin 
Amendment violates the Fifth Amendment's prohibition against taking without just 
compensation, because it requires banks that offer debit services to change a below-cost 
price to merchants. The value of debit services to merchants greatly exceeds what the 
Durbin Amendment allows banks to collect. 

In conclusion, I want to thank you for allowing me to submit these comments. I 
believe the Durbin Amendment will significantly harm our banking system. Taking 
some $10 billion of capital out of the banking system yearly (80% of which goes to 1.5% 
of the largest merchants like WaI-Mart, etc.) in these difficult economic times will take 
countless billions out of lending to American business and families. 

WAC:kml 
Encl. 

Very truly yours, 

~~ 
William A. Cooper 



TCF Financial Corporation Exhibit 1 
Debit Card Expense 
Excludes Allocable Account Acquisition Cost 

ColumnA ColumnS ColumnC 
Amount per Transaction 

Federal Reserve 
Federal Reserve TCF Calculated . Allowable Cost· 

Survey Cost Draft Proposal 
Jan '09 - Dec '09 Aug '09 - Jul'10 Jan '09 - Dec '09 

Incremental Authorization, Clearance, §nd Settlement 
1 Visa debit card I gift card processing DPS $ 0.029 $ 0.035 $ 0.026 
2 Visa network fees 0.043 0.039 0.000 
3 TCF data processing 0.007 0.006 0.007 
4 TCF card settlement operations 0.007 0.005 0.007 
5 Miles Plus rewards processing expense 0.007 0.006 0.000 
6 Subtotal 0.093 0.092 0.039 

Fraud Prevention 
7 Visa fraud services 0.008 0.008 0.000 
8 Information security group 0.003 0.003 0.000 
9 TCF card settlement operations - (fraud analysis) 0.001 0.001 0.000 

10 Call center (card activation, fraud related calls) 0.002 0.002 0.000 
11 Subtotal 0.014 0.014 0.000 

Other I!]~mental CO!;!t in RelstliQn tQ Authorization, 
Clearance. and Settlement 

12 Card plastic and mailing expense amortized over 4 years 0.010 0.008 0.000 
13 Reg E. claims Department 0.005 0.005 0.005 
14 Miles Plus rewards expense 0.013 0.013 0.000 
15 TCF card system depreciation 0.002 0.001 0.000 
16 Subtotal 0.029 0.027 0.005 

Other costs incurred sQecifically: for debit cards 
17 Deposit fraud losses & other 0.016 0.020 0.000 
18 TCF card development department 0.003 0.003 0.000 
19 Call Center - Overdraft handling 0.007 0.007 0.000 
20 Visa acceptance fee (reported against interchange revenue) 0.013 0.013 0.000 
21 Account statement generation 0.023 0.022 0.000 
22 Corporate compliance (non BSA) 0.004 0.003 0.000 
23 Overdraft handling (collection activities) 0.003 0.003 0.000 

Other cost!:! not survey:ed by: the Fed (Excludes ~0.08 ger 
transaction allocable a~uisition cost) 

24 Net account overdraft losses - card transactions 0.000 0.012 0.000 
25 Bank Secrecy Act 0.000 0.025 0.000 
26 Call Center - Card customer service 0.000 0.040 0.000 

27 Total * $ 0.206 $ 0.283 $ 0.044 

28 At 7C permitted charge - loss per transaction (14¢) (21¢) 
29 At 12(: permitted charge -loss per transaction (9¢) (16¢) 

* The bank has additional costs related to the debit card that are not listed above 
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Executive Summary: Quantitative Cost-Benefit Study of Accepting Debit Cards for Retailers 
By Dr. Anne Layne-Farrar 
February 15, 2011 

All payment instruments, even cash, involve costs and benefits for merchants handling and processing 
consumer payments for goods and services. For example, cash must be counted and deposited in a bank 
for safe keeping, and it can be stolen by employees or by robbers. Checks can bounce or be fraudulently 
written. And debit cards involve direct per transaction bank charges. It is these last fees that will be 
affected by the Durbin Amendment. Merchants claim that the transaction fees banks charge for debit 
cards are "too high", are "hidden" from consumers, and thus lead to higher consumer prices. 

The argument that debit card transaction fees represent a "hidden tax" that increases prices to 
consumers does not make economic sense. The typical merchant incurs a number of costs in bringing its 
goods and services to consumers, and while all costs affect the merchant's pricing decisions, none is 
detailed for the customer on the ticket or invoice. For example, when a store receives a cash payment it 
must hire an armored truck to transport the cash to the bank at the end of the day, but the cash 
customer's bill does not have a line item for safe cash transport. Proponents of the "hidden tax" argument 
against debit cards have not explained why card fee expenses should be made transparent to consumers 
while the equivalent cash expenses should not. 

Far more important to the debate over debit card fees, however, is the selective nature of the evidence 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ed~oo~~~~~ 

not acknowledged that other payment instruments incur costs as well, nor have they admitted that cards 
may provide benefits that offset those bank fees. For instance, card payments can often be processed 
faste'r than cash, and are certainly faster than a check, which means retailers save labor time at the 
checkout station, save consumers time for their own checkout as well as in line behind others. In addition, 
debit cards do not involve cash in the till and thus lower retailers' risk of employee theft or break in. Unlike 
checks, debit cards provide merchants (following the prescribed steps) with guaranteed payment. 
Moreover, debit cards can offer retailers direct benefits, such as increased incremental customer 
spending as compared to paper payments. 

I quantitatively analyze the costs and benefits that retailers incur in accepting cash, check, and debit card 
payments for goods and services rendered at fast food restaurants (QSRs) and at discount stores. The 
conclusions of that study are: 

• Looking solely at bank fees presents a distorted view of the relative costs that merchants face in 
accepting debit cards as compared to cash or checks. When other relevant, quantifiable costs are 
included, bank transaction fees being but one of them, and when benefits are accounted for, debit 
cards emerge as less costly than paRer instruments for both QSRs and discount store retailers. 

• At a QSR, a typical transaction paid by debit instead of cash saves retailers 10 - 20 cents. At a 
discount store, a typical transaction paid by debit instead of cash saves retailers 8 - 13 cents and 
saves 30 - 35 cents over a check payment. 

While all costs are factors in the prices that retailers set, there is no basis for the conclusion that debit 
card transaction fees lead retailers to charge higher prices to consumers than they would otherwise 
charge. My quantitative analysis illustrates that debit card transactions are one of the least costly 
payment methods for fast food and discount retailers to accept and save those retailers the higher costs 
associated with cash and check payments. 
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Section I Introduction & Executive 
Summary 

1. My name is Anne S. Layne-Farrar. I have a Ph.D. in economics from the University 

of Chicago, where I also received my MA in economics. I received my B.A. in 
economics from Indiana University, summa cum laude, with honors. I am a Director 

at LECG, based in the Chicago office. My economic research and writings over the 
past fourteen years has been primarily quantitative, focused on topics in industrial 

organization and public policy. I have published numerous articles in peer-reviewed 
journals, including several papers on the economics of payment cards, and have 
authored or coauthored several book chapters. My curriculum vita. which lists my 

pUblications, is attached as Appendix 1. 

2. In the folJowing report I ~ssess - to the extent reasonably possible - the costs and 

benefits that merchants face in processing payments from consumers for the goods 
and services they render.1 Because retailers can differ significantly by the types of 

goods and services they provide, any study of merchant costs and benefits for 
payment instrument processing should take into account the specific venue at issue. 
I intend to study several different merchant types. Thus far, I have analyzed fast food 

restaurants, known as quick service restaurants (or QSRs) in industry parlance, and 
"big box" discount stores, like Wal-Mart and Target. This report presents my findings 
for these two retail venues. The analysis presented here builds on an earlier study I 
co-authored with Dr. Daniel Garcia-Swartz and Dr. Robert Hahn in 2006, referred to 
henceforth as GHL (2006).2 

3. It is important to recognize that alJ payment instruments, even cash, involve costs 
and benefits for merchants handling and processing consumer payments for goods 
and services. For example, cash must be counted and deposited in a bank for safe 

keeping, and it can be stolen by employees or by robbers. Checks can bounce or be 
fraudulently written. Debit cards, on the other hand, do not involve deposit 
preparation expenses, but the cards do involve direct per transaction bank 
processing charges. It iS,these fees that will be affected by the Durbin Amendment. 

Merchants claim that the transaction fees banks charge for debit cards are ''too high", 
are "hidden- from consumers. and thus lead to higher consumer prices.3 

1 This work is part of ongoing research conducted at the behest of TCF National Bank. 

2 Daniel D. Garcia-Swartz, Robert W. Hahn & Anne Layne-Farrar, "The Move Toward a Cashless 

SOciety: Calculating the Costs and Benefits,» Review of Network Economics ,Vol.5 (2): 199-228, 

(2006). 

3 See, e.g., the following article quoting the National Retail Federation, PYMNTS.com, "NRF Says 

Federal Reserve Action on Debit Cards Could Lead to Discounts for Consumers". Dec 16. 2010, 

4:03pm, available at http://www.pymnts.comfnrf-says-federal-reserve-action-on-debit-cards-could

lead-to-discounts-for-consumers-201 0121600671Snnl. 
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4. As a preliminary matter; the argument that debit card transaction fees (typically 
referred to as the "merchant discount") represent a "hidden tax" that increases prices 
to consumers does not make economic sense. The typical merchant incurs a number 
of costs in bringing its goods and services to consumers, and while all of them affect 
the merchant's pricing decisions, as a general matter none of them is detailed for the 
customer on the ticket or invoice. Consider the costs of keeping the lights on in a 
store, as well as heating or cooling the store, during the time the customer is served. 
These are incremental costs, but the customer's receipt does not include a line item 
for lights or temperature .control. More directly related to payment instrument costs, 
when a store receives a cash payment it must hire an armored truck to transport the 
cash to the bank at the end of the day.4 Again, the cash customer's bill does not 
have a line item for safe cash transport. Proponents of the "hidden tax" argument 
against debit cards have not explained why card transaction fee expenses should be 
made transparent to consumers while the equivalent cash transaction fees should 
not 

5. Far more important to the debate over debit card fees, however, is the selective 
nature of the evidence th.at has been put forth thus far. It is certainly true that banks 
charge retailers a per transaction fee for each purchase a customer makes with a 
debit card, while merchants do not pay a per transaction fee for purchases paid in 
cash. Because bank transaction fees appear on retailers' monthly profit and loss 
statements, these fees are highly visible to retailers. A quick review of retailers' P&L 
statements, however, cannot form the basis of a reasonable inquiry into the full costs 
associated with any payment instrument. There are other costs pertinent to 
incremental payment processing, even if these costs do not appear as a clear line 
item on any accounting document. Equally important, the benefits associated with 
different payment mechanisms must be assessed before any pronouncement can be 
made regarding which payment instrument is, on net, the most or least costly for 
retailers to accept. 

6. Thus far in the debate over the Durbin Amendment, to the best of my knowledge, 
retailers have focused solely on bank card transaction fees and have not 
acknowledged that cards may provide benefits that offset those bank fees. For 
instance, card payments can often be processed faster than cash, and are certainly 
faster than a check, which means retailers save labor time at the checkout station, 
save consumers time for their own checkout as well as in line behind others. In 
addition, debit cards do not involve cash in the till and thus lower retailers' risk of 
employee theft or break in. Unlike checks, debit cards provide merchants (following 
the prescribed steps) with guaranteed payment. Moreover, debit cards can offer 
retailers direct benefits, such as increased incremental customer spending. 

7. The goal of this report is to provide a balanced view of the costs and the benefits that 
retailers face in accepting various payment forms from their customers. Section II 
provides the cost-benefit analysis for QSRs. Cash was the only payment method at 
fast food restaurants until relatively recently. Starting in the late 1990s and early 
2000s, select QSRs began accepting debit and credit cards. Today, there are three 

4 Or, if the retailer is a small one, it must pay for a trusted employee's time in taking the cash 

deposit to the bank. 
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types of p~yri1ent Instruments corrim9nIY'~cCepte,clat QSRs: cash. debit and cr~lt.:S 
Section III then presents the cost~benefitanalysis,for discount stores. Unlike QSRs, 
cheCks are generally accepted at disoount stores and debit cards have been 
accepted for over twenty yearS. Thi$retail venue also ,offers a 48se study with a 
rouch higher avera~ transaction size (around $50 versus around $5 fOr QSRt:;), a 
faotor that affects a number of the :costsatld benefits, aSsoCiated with variOus 
~yment instriJmen~s. section IV concludes the report with some general comments~ 

A. KeyFindings 

8. My quantitative analysis leads melo several oonelusians.1> 

• First, looking solely al, bahkfees presents a dist()rted view of lhe relative costs 
that merchants face in acceptingodebitcards as compared, to cashor£hecks. 

• SeCond, When a variety af relevant, <luMtff1able costs ate considered, bank fees 
beil'1g but oneof'tJ1em. sI!1natQre/offline'. deQit C?rds emerge as relatively more 
competl.tivewith paper lnstruments thanbanldees·aloneindiCate. 

• Third, si!1riature 'detiitcarqs I'lr.o\lide merchants wjth tangible benefits that can 
outWeigh thebarik fe,esand other cQ$ts mcurred; 

• Ata QSH.:8 typical tr,ansa¢tiQn "paid by debit instead of cash saves retailers 10 -
20 cents, 

• At ad~nt store, atypical transaction paid by debit instead of <:ashsaves 
retailers 7 -t2centsa'nd. save5;30.,..,35 Gents over a check payment. 

~. We caMat conclude: ttiatdebit card transattjon fees lead retailers to .charge higher 
prices: to consumers than they would; otherwise char,ge if deb.it cards did n"otexist. 
While all retailer costs aretactors in the prices that consumers pay I as the 
quantitative analysispresehted below ilIIJ.strates;_ :ctebitcat4 transactions ale le.ss 
costly fot .QSR and disC9lJritm¢:rchan~ t()l;IccepUhan p!:iper :paym~tin$truments, 

5 While.:Cr~it~rd$:are~Pt~(httl;loseQSRs,thal~.(1.ebit C<I~.ldQ nOl:s~udy credit cards 

as-the keypaymerif instrufuetifco)'nRam;o05.fOr-tf'tel:lurgih .Ani'enQment4~_ba:teare depit.cardS 

Witheitlier cash or check,s. C!ieckSh;iveheYer been wide[y(lf.ataUraCCeP1ed, a.~ QS,Rsandthus 
ateomittecfin the QSRcasestlidy as.well. 

·
1i h.ladd-oiherretailvenues lO'mycasesfudyanalysis, fhesecoIidusfonsmay change. 
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Section II QSR C.ost-Benefit Analysis 

10. In 1998, Sonic Inc., an Oklahoma City based drive-in chain, became one of the first 

QSRs to accept cards at its 2,200 restaurant locations. According to an article 
published three years later, in 2001, the increasing relative costs of handling cash as 

compared to card payments was the primary motivation for Sonic.7 Technological 
advances over time have lowered the network and equipment costs of processing 

card transactions while the costs of handling cash do not appear to have fallen. 
Sonic subsequently found that customer orders (tickets) paid by card were 80% 
higher than cash tickets.s In other words, although Sonic decided to accept cards in 
order to lower their payment handling costs, they found direct benefits from card 

acceptance in the form of dramatically higher sales. 

11. KFC began accepting cards in 2001, three years after Sonic. In contrast to Sonic, as 
its motivation KFC cited specific benefits expected from cards, rather than solely the 

savings derived from reduced cash handling. Specifically, KFC began accepting 
payment cards as a way to sell its higher priced group meals, such as large buckets 
of chicken with side dish containers and packages of biscuits.9 

12. Sonic, KFC, and the other "first movers» did not start an immediate mass industry 
move, however. Estimates indicate that by 2000 only 7% of all QSRs accepted 
cards, up from 5% in 1999.10 Instead, other QSRs have taken a cautious approach to 
card acceptance, beginning with small scale tests prior to broad acceptance. 
McDonald's began extensive testing of credit and debit card transactions at select 

restaurants across the nation in 2001. Visa and Burger King began a pilot program to 
test debit and credit card acceptance at restaurants in the Atlanta area in 2002.11 

Wendy's also began testing card acceptance in 2002.12 

13. In November 2002, Visa released a study based on tests at various QSRs (Burger 

King plus several others) that revealed three important results for QSR owners. Rrst, 
the average credit card transaction was 20-30% higher than cash transactions. While 
not as dramatic as Sonic's experience, the increase is nonetheless substantial and 
confirms that card acc;eptance offers QSRs tangible benefits. Second, card 
transaction processing speed was reduced significantly by waiving the requirement 

7 Fredric H. Lowe, 'Cards Make the Fast-Food MenuM

, Cards and Payments Vol. 14 (1) March 

2001, at 18 .. 

8 Lowe, supra note7. 
9 1d. 

10 1d. 

11 "Visa U.S.A. and Burger King C;:orp. Test Payment Cards At Approximately 100 Atlanta Burger 

King Restaurants: Business Wire, June 2002. 

12 Shirley Lueng and Ron Ueber, "The New Menu Option at McDonalds: Plastic - Fast Food Giant 

Will Allow Customers to Use Credit Cards; Earning Miles With Your Fries," The Wall Street 

Journal, November 26, 2002, at 01. 
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for Signatures on tli3r\sactiGns below, aprirspecified miriimum (usually$25J; This 

chan~ made card transactions as quic{(as; or eVen quiCker than, cash. Finally; 
surveys indicated that custornersatisfaction from u,sinQ payment cards at OSRs was 
extremely high: 96% of customers considered the technology easy to use and were 
S'atisfied With the $pEled .of·service.13 

14. CotroQoratingthe Visa study and. providing further eVidence of the improved tiCket 
sizes associated with payment cards; Subway claimed in 2002 that its ave~age credit 

transaction had doubled to $'9 since if started accepting catds in 1999.14 

15. TheVisa study, 'and others supporting it,appears to have been aSig:nificant fact9rin 

Subsequent QSR decisions to acqept payment card.s~ After 2002., anurnoer of major 
QSRs began accepting debit and credit cards~ Pizza Hut and Domino's started 

acCepting cards in 2092: Burger King. Wendy's and McDonald's all began accepting 
cards in 2003.15 Note however that industry wid.e car<lac~nce. whUe increasing 
each'year;w3s still relatively low; at arourtd 14;5%.ofQSRs in 2002.1

& 

16. Ely 2003, thet!me ta~n to approve a card tran$CI¢tion hadfcllleil to 4 ~5 seponcfs, 
qpqiparM W!thcaSn trahsa¢l:jons which took 8- to, second$.li 1ooth:er words, cards 
moved from beingcompetitive.with 'cash in terms of transaction time to being twice 
as fast as caSh. This rneant that.QSRsc6Uld serve: r:rior&ctJstornersin th~' $ame 
amol.llit oftiiTIe. FE)duce the length ciflines'at thelrresta!Jral1t$,$na Mi:;Dcina:ld'sCOjJld 
come. closer to its goal 01 a9o' second customer jn-an<f.;out time.18 Moreover,. 

lowerihg time at checkout increased OSR throughput: atc6rding to one inqllstiy 
estimate, eveiY to seconds that could be cutfr'Orn dfive-through serVICe iocreased 
sale,S by$1()OO.1~ It is likely that these lactors played a key role. in McDonafd;s 
deciSion to .accept cards; a decision whiCh Wall Street welcornedas thetestaUraJit 

~Wa2.7% inc~aseiri its shareJ:iticeaftertheannoUricemfU1t~ 

1:0 Visa,S'fudy. ascitedih "Visa Effo.rts DetnonsttalethalPayment Card.·AcCeptan<::e lncre;:l$ 

TiCket Siie,. InereaseS Speed, ;and Impr'ovesCustQmer Satisfaction," BUsitiess Wife; !'\lov 2qo2. 

t<t: Lueng and Uet>er, supra, note 1.2. 

'1!i Some'1v'icGonald's franchisees hadbeerr taking' cards 'before 2003 on theiroWtiinitiafive. In 

2003:. McDOllald.s deqided;to·signa single umbreltaag(1'!eI1"lentWithYi$a. MasterCard; American 

Exp~.and OisooverWaGl;epttheir ~rds.See W. A. Lee; "How Cards Finally W(JJlReluctant 
MC091i~IQsOver,q Amefican Ba(tket Vol. 169(59),Marctl, 2004. 
f6ld; 

\7 LU~n.9 al:10Lieber; 5Upraf1ote 1~;. 

1~LOeng and Lieber; supranete 12; "ViSa Efforts Deti10tlStratethat payment Caro Acceptance 
. IncreaSes. lIC1<etSize, lncreasesSpeed,)md Improves Customer Satisfaction;;; Business Mre, 
Nov 2002. 

19 Unda Punch and Jeffrey Green. "Fast Food Meets Fast PtaymenttCreditCCllJiManagemerit Vol. 

fs(11.), Japuary;2Q03.at 1~.Orive-tI1roughWilldowS ac:co.untforbetween 50 anQ'6.~%cihn 

~er'age QSRSSaIes . 
• 21) MWeinnerg,"MCDqnakfs GO'eS Plastic," 

http://wwWJbrbeS.COniI2004103/251¢lc aw 0325niei:!.html·("lnveslorsapplaudea themeYe tof 
increaSed\cardacceptance!; whichwasanno(Jff(:edlatein tllelradlng day~boostii'lgshates 75 

cents.C)r 2.7'%, to$Z6A5!) 
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17. Debit card networks introduced an additional important pricing change in 2003 that 
also helped to spur QSR acceptance. The fixed rate interchange fees charged at that 
time were much harder for QSRs to accept on their relatively smaller tickets of $3 -
$6 as compared to merchants with substantially higher average sales per 
transaction. In recognition of this reality. MasterCard, First Data and NYCE 
developed QSR specific rates in which the bulk of the interchange fee was derived 
from a percentage of the ticket value.21 While Visa and American Express did not 
implement separate rates for fast-food restaurants, they claimed that processing 
costs were more than offset by increases in ticket values (of 40-100% depending on 
the card brand). Moreover, McDonald's negotiated with the card networks to obtain 
the following special interchange rates:22 

• 1.8% for MasterCard 
• 1.65% + 4 cents for Visa 
• 12.5 cents flat fee for First Data Corp 
• Amex and Discover also negotiated lower interchange fees, although these 

remain confidential. 

18. As more and more QSRs began to accept payment cards, cards' share of QSR 
transactions increased. In 2007, 80% of orders at QSRs were still transacted in 
cash.23 Over the course of that year, however, the use of Visa cards at QSRs 
increased by 31% and the use of debit cards in general increased by 32%.24 By 
2008, cash transactions at QSRs were down to 66%.25 I do not have data for 2010, 
but it is possible that the ratio is now closer to 50-50 given the ongoing general trend 
towards greater debit use. The results confinri that while cash may still be the 
primary means of payment at QSRs, there is steady growth in card transactions, 
particulariy debit cards, driven by a clear consumer preference for the convenience 
that cards provide.26 

19. With this brief history of QSR card acceptance in mind, I turn next to the specific 
costs entailed in QSR payment handling. 

A. The Costs Associated with QSR Payment Processing 

20. Table 1 below presents QSR costs associated with proceSSing cash. Signature debit, 
and PIN debit payments, broken down into the constituent per transaction cost 
elements. Each cost element is explained below. I take a transaction of $5.62 as the 

21 Punch and Green, supra note 19. 
22 W. A. Lee, supra note 15. 

23 "Payment Cards Make Fast Food Faster," QSR Magazine, June 2007 

htlp:/Iwww.qsrmagazine.com/newslpayment-cards-make-fast-food-faster 
241d. 

25 "The Price of Credit," QSR Magazine, accessed on Jan 14, 2011, 

htlp:lfwww.qsrmagazine.comlarticles1operationsl1281priceofcredit-1.phtml 

26 For a survey on consumer benefits from card use at QSRs, see ·Payment Cards Make Fast 

Food Faster," QSR Magazine, June 2007 htlp:llwww.qsrmagazine.com/news/payment-cards

make-fast-food-faster. 
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basis for the calculations.27 The tables presented in this report assume a large 

transaction base which one would associate with a major QSR like McDonald's. A 
large number of transactions reduces the estimate of per-transaction cash handling 
costs for variable costs that do not change at the individual transaction level, such as 
armored car transport. Costs of this sort are "lumpy": as long a QSR takes one cash 

payment, it must expend resources to safely transport that cash to the bank. As long 
as one armored car suffices, the total cost does not vary over a large range of 

transactions, until the threshold is reached where two armored car pickups per day 

are required. As a result of stepped variable costs of this sort, the number of 

transactions can affect per transaction calculations.28 

Table 1: Estimated Costs by Payment Type, Large QSRs 

Costs Per Transaction ($), for $5.62 cash trans 

Cash Signature Oebit PIN Debit 

POSTIme 0.021 0.010 0.010 

Back Office 0.003 0.000 0.000 
Bank Costs 0.007 0.160 0.161 
Float Costs 0.000 0.000 0.000 
Theft/Robbery/Frau d 0.001 0.002 0.002 

Counterfeit 0.001 0.000 0.000 

Fraud Prevention Costs 0.013 0.000 0.000 
Other Direct Costs 0.015 0.000 0.000 

TOTAL 0.060 0.173 0.174 

Note: Figures are independently rounded. See Appendix 2 for details on how these 
figures are estimated. 

21. POS (point of sale) time is computed by calculating the merchant's cost of taking 
payment for a Single transaction. This is given by the time taken to process the 
transaction (in seconds) - that is, the time from when the amount owed is first 
displayed on the cash register to the time payment is consummated - times the 
wage rate of the cashier (in dollars/second). According to industry reports, cash 
transactions take about 8 - 10 seconds to complete, whereas card transactions take 
4 - 5 seconds to complete.29 To estimate P~S costs, I use May 2009 hourly wages 
for cashiers in food services reported by the BLS.30 

22. Back office costs cover the expense that merchants face in processing deposits. In 

this example, debit cards incur no back office costs because the merchant's bank 

27 The average transaction (regardless of payment type) at McDonalds is $6. As explained below 

and in Appendix 2, we can back put the cash transaction size USing other data points. Assuming 

that card tickets are 20% higher than cash tickets implies the average cash transaction is $5.62. 

28 I have also analyzed smaller, regional QSRs and find the results are qualitatively the same. 

29 Lueng and Lieber, supra note 12. 

30 U.S. Department of Labor, Bureau of Labor Statistics. See national 5-<ligit NAICS industry

specifiC estimates avaHable at http://www.bls.gov/oes/oes_dl.htm. 
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account is creifrted with payment uponcleatance. whereas cash deposits n~ed to be 
ptep'ared by an accountant or clerk. In thEl original 2006GHLstudY. I relied on a 
1997 FMI survey dfsuperrnarketsfor deposit preparation times. Here, I assume that 

th&timetaken to process a cash deposit remains what it was .10 the FIIAI survey. The. 
FMi. study also reports that 2] bar'lk deposits areinade t:}ach d~y; in Qrder to adjust 

this figure for QSRs, J m\JJtfply it by the ratloQfrepresenfatWe QSR annual salas to 
supermarket annual 58les.31 Far wage data., I use May20{I9 hourly wages for 
bookkeepers, accountahtS, and auditirtf} clerks in fQbdServices reported by the 

BLS.32 I divided<ilily .costs by the Elf!timated number of daily caSh trahsa~ions to 
estimate the average marginal co:st.~ 

23. Bank .costs far C8share the fees charged by banks to process cash dep.oslts. I use 
loWer end estimates ·of fees charged by Wells Fargo Bank to. business (;Ustpmers in 
Illinois, Wisconsin, and Michigan and mufti ply this· by the cash transaction size of 
$5;62.34 Bank costs attributable to debit .arisefrom the transaction fees paid Oh a. 

transactlonof$S,6Q, AS (,f OCtober 201Q,th~Visa signatUfe debit il'lt~rchal'lge rate, 
for QSRs is 1.5$% + 4 cents;35/=ot PIN Clepit, the relevant Visa Interlink interchange 
rate is .50% plus a·flatfeeof.$0.10 per transaction. capped at .$0,60,36 Evidence (jf 
intense competiti6J1amongst merchant ;acqiiirii;lg patiks leads on~ to .Eixpectthat 

aoquket margins have remained $faole over .time;37 Assuming that the ratio of 

31 WeeklyavetagEi' supennaTketsales lh2o.0.3\are avall~ble throogh the FMl avaitabl.eat 

httj>:JlWWWJtrii.org!facJs_figs/?fuseactidn:::sllperfact I compute this ratio~parately futSmall 

arid large.QSRS. 

~U,S. Department ofLabGr; Bureau Of Labor Sti!ti$tics,8eehatiohaI6-digitNAICS iMtJstiy~ 

$~Cific·estima~savallable at I1ttp;ilWWw;bls~gov/oes/oes_dLhti'n. 

··~see.AppendiX.2for details on ~oWthisis es,tima:ted. 

Msee.Wefls Fargo Banl<: businessaccouni holderservice fees in 14 WI, anttMI 

httpsrlfwww.wellsfargo<com/download$lp9fip(z/al;;CQuntS!feejnformaPCll1lmICtjigan...;WisconS'lOjUinoi 

s.pdf;.cash.dEiposit:files~are$O.;O:01'2 per dollar depOSit!'ld;t!1is is.ihe'lowerofthl;ltworee 

sc~d9Iessh()'Alh (p. 31 an(fp.3?). 

35Vj$a~lIliJinated1he QSR $~cific illtei¢h;a:nge rate. Now QSRS paythe~SJncIll tiCketdebif rate of 

t .55% i- $Q.04for tiCkets less~than orequliito $15 a/i9t/J¢y pl:ty the. "(estauran1 debif' ratebf 

1.t9% + $0.1.0 .fottit:ketsgreater·than $15. see,.http://usa;visa.oomldownload/lTierchants ioctoMr-

2tl1P-:visa"usaciritetchangEi-ta!e'-she:etpdf. 

.~. See· http;lJusa: visa.com/downloQd/merchantsfQctober"2Q10qnter\ihk~jnteTchange.,rate,;sheet;pdt 

37 .AnnKjbs, UThe Merchant"Acqlliring Si(je, ofthePElyrnent Card Inqustry: StrlJcture; OPerations, 

and Chalfet'l9es;" Federal ReserV'eBahk,of Phlla,deiphia: pgymeh(Catd'Oehter Discvs.sion Pq~r, 

OctobE!r c?007,.p; 17"18; Availaplea;t http;lIwww.philaaelllhiafed~orgtpavment~cards

C¢rjter!%5CQyblicatighsfdiscussiQn-QS1oets!20Q7JD2007OCtgberMerctJa!\tNXlYiring,Qdf. Ifl·.1act,.a 
VISA.srudy:estimatedttrat the.merchallt diS'oount.was 2,WA; in;2004ahd fiadgrown lily l:ess'thah 

O,S% annua,lIy over the previous10yearperiod. SeeVtSA, ;~Dtiving Value and innovation: 

interchange. in Action,~ Federal RaseI'Ve BanKQfCI1k:a90' May200S· 
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intel:change rates to. merchant transaction fees has remained the same, I compute 
the Gun-ent bank:transactionfee for .QSR's to be 2.85% for both forms Qfqebit.38 

24. While PI N debit is frequently lesS' expense than signature debit, ov.er 'time PIN debit 
fees have risen considerably relative to signaturedebit.39 As Table 1 illustrates, the 
bai:l~ transaction fees for-two forms of debit are now. quite Clbseto ana anothe{. 

25 .. Float costs are given by ·the interest income that merchants coJJid have earned if 
payments cleared instantaneously; Cash "clears~ attha end of the day When the 
bank account· deposit is made and thus mcurs no float cost. Likewise, PIN debit 
transactions typically clear within one day and therefOre incur 110 f1oaicostseither:4li 

According to a VisaNet report provided to TeF. TCF signature debit transactions 
take 1.46 days on average to clear. To calculate float COsts ottilie roughly half a day 
ofdE)laY, I~Uri:lethatme(chants w.ould be able to earn the November'20~O Senes I 
.U.S. savings bond interest rate of 0.74%.41 

26. Theft, robbery. and traudcosts vary considerably by payment type:, Theft and 
robbetyare h.otapplJcabletosignatureand PIN debit. .. butfraud is, An FMlsurveY0(l 
loss, prevention frpm 2003 .estimates thatfra~(lulem 4~it transaction$. cost 
merchants 0.04% in retail safes.42 For caSh transactions;.fraudcomss inthe;guise of 
:counterfeited bills. The Fe.deral Re$erveBarik' of ChicaYo E$tiiT.\ates tIl.at around 1 
ollt of every 1(),OOO.bills is counterfeit:~ Assuming tnatQSRsre~lye no mare Of 

less than the average number, their cost of counterfeit currency IS simply 1/10;000 
muJtipliedby thetransa,ttion size. In additiOrt, losses thata:risefrom employee theft 
and sfore robbery' Bte significant. I U$6 data from 'thf3 2003 FMI Survey on 
supermarkets to determine estimated losses for QSRs: fOr .aficash theft and robbery. 
Details on these coltlputation$, afiweli as eJf.ottiers. are provided In APPenJiiX 2. 

27. F.raud prevention costs ,are also estimated frgmdata in the· FMI 2Q03 stucly.44 A 
federal Reserve' Sank study observed that "I:1]he highco5ts of preventing payments 
fraud ." are similarlothe estimates .ofactuaJ lOSSeS due to fraud.".ip EXpenses 

3Il The smaller. the:trari~clion slze.tIleless of abase:.overWhichto. spread tfie fi~ed'1~portjonof 
the~l:iarg~iAt larget'ti:Eilnsaction siZes; tMfixedfeepprtion ofthe'mterchange tee:wilt .1'ii3tter I~. 

Iowei'ir'lS (iripercehtageWms)t~ile('transaction f~ for d¢J;>itcharg~. 
:~:Fumik6~ Hayashi; Rict'liird SYllivan.sfidStoart Weiner, ~A Guide'toJheATMt.lhd OebltCard 

Industry; 2006 Update,· Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas 'C'rty! especl3l1ypp, t2-13."the gap 

between si9llatufeandPIN 'debit intercha.nge'feeshas nqrrcwed, since 2001. (:.,.}partiaI. 

®nVE!rg~<:ehas: been 1he resultof aslightdE!CIineiR.iritefchange fees for signatiJre'Elebit and a 

farge increase for PIN deblt"(p. 12) 

,4Q~Se~ Ainetican CreditCard Pl'oce~jng COrp. WStudy: PINDebitCh~per; Les$ Ftaud-PtQne 

ThanSI9nature;~Nov 2005. Available at http://WWW.accpcohline.com/sitel7546QO/pagel696144. 

'41·see,http-Jlwww,treasutydirecl,goV/newsfpressrootn1currenteebcindratespr:htrn. 

42FMi survey data; "LossPreventipn,··2003,p.8 

'>i3' RU.tfi·Judsoo and Richa.rd Porter; -EstimatingtheVolume of u.s.· Counterfeit Currency in 

CWCijlation Worldwide;.pat3 and ExtrC!polatiQrl'';. Federal ResE!fVeB<!nkofChipago. Financial 

. Markets G!X')uP., P<>IiCY D1$.~~ton.Pa:PElf.SeF~, Ma:rpl'r 1. ~'910, 1),.2-

44'FMI survey data. "L~ Preveri1ioli;" .2003. 'p'.20. 

46 Riahard . ./,SuRivah, "can smartCard$ RediJce p~ymentsFralJd. afld Iden~itY Theft?".20Q&; 
available at WWWJ<ansasCityfed.org. 
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incurred in association With locksmiths and eeTVs are included within this cost 

category. For QSRs these costs are typically associated with the costs of preventing 

cash theft and are therefore considered only under the cash processing cost in Table 

1. 

28. Finally, I estimate direct costs that can arise from other sources. For example, cash 
requires armored cars for transport. I update the average annual armored car costs 

per supermarket estimated in 1997 using the Bureau of Economic Analysis' peE 
chain-type price index for "other goods and services." The FMI data for supermarkets 
indicate that 2.7 deposits are made per day on average. I assume, however, that 
QSRs deal with lower cash volumes and therefore only make a single cash deposit 

each day. I therefore divide the annual armored car cost by 2.7. As with all 
calculations, further details on these figures are provided in Appendix 2. 

29. As Table 1 illustrates, if we look just at bank transaction fees, debit "costs" QSRs 
around 17 cents while cash "costs" QSRs less than 1 cent. However, when we 
consider other relevant incremental costs, the relative position of debit to cash 

changes considerably: debit is only around 3 times more ·costlyft than cash, not 17 
times more. Since, as explained in Section I, we cannot consider costs alone, we 

tum next to estimating benefits. 

B. QSR Benefits Associated with Debit Cards 

30. Retailers can receive a number of benefits from the payment instruments they 
choose to accept. Some of these will simply be relative cost savings, such as 
savings on armored car fransport costs when customers pay using a debit card or a 
reduction in float costs for cash as compared to cards. These "benefits" are already 
accounted for in the cost table above. other benefits are important but extremely 
difficult to quantify. For instance, debit cards provide retailers with information about 
their customers that cash cannot: the names on the cards can be linked to zip codes 
and customer lists with demographic factors, which can help retailers improve their 
inventory and marketing practices. For QSRs, however, two explicit benefits that can 
be quantified have been identified within the industry: ticket lift and increased 
throughput. 

31. As noted earlier, ticket lift is the increased per transaction sales that QSR merchants 

have reported when their customers pay with cards instead of cash. Sonic, one of 
the first QSRs to accept payment cards, found that its order tickets paid by card were 
80% higher than cash tickets.46 Other later adopters have reported more modest, but 

still sizable gains, on the order of 20-30% higher than cash transactions. This effect 
is not surprising. If a customer is limited to the cash in his or her wallet, then they 
may be constrained to purchase less than they would otherwise have at the moment 
they are ordering their meal.47 With a debit card, however, an extra dollar or so to 

46 Lowe, supra note 7. 

47 While it might be possible that card tickets are higher because customers use cards to pay when 

they order more, available evidence suggests that the causality runs in the other direction: 

customers order more when they use a card. See, e.g., Tamara E. Holmes, ·Credit cards can 

make you far, Bankrate.com, 
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add a bagot French fMesora dessert to the order is possiDle. Withsrnall siZe 
purchases like those made at QSRs, theaj)i1itytb purchase more is nota, matter of 
creqit civailability, as it would /)eat. saY. an. electronics store. lhstea<:i.the constraint 
Is likely to be limited cash in the custamer"s waUat. not in their deman<:i deposit 
accQurit. Debit cards free oonsumei'sfrbtn the time and expense of having to obtain 
and Gafry c<ish"butdo not involve creditor finance fees; lil thetaple below. I assume 
two different ticket lift amounts, for QSRs:5% 'aod.20.%. 

32. Tbe second merchant be~fit reported byasRS is increased throughput The notion 
here ,is, that for every secOnd' af~ food r~aurailt is al>[e tosnave off of the POS 
time. the more customers that QSRwlJl be able to seNe during its peak lunch ,and 
dinner rush times. Not onlywill therestauranthe able bgetto the, next'orderfaster, 
UnesWiUbe short¢tboth at the GOLinb;lt '<:Ind in the drive thrQugtl"lines that co,uld 
deter Ilotential custQm,ers 'from ever stopping ,at the restaurant.. I rely on the industry 
estimate reported above for per<1ransaction throughputimprov.ement. 

33. The aYeragetransa'Ction, ~veraged: ae~s bdthcash and card sales, at large QSRs 
isaro\lhd $'6.00~48· If we. ·a:Ss\lmetbat card tickets are 20% larger than cash 
transactions, that.implies an average cash transaction siz.eof$.5:62:19 the amount 
illni,plqy~dfor the cost cafctilatiQns above. If; on the:othei' hand. cards provide onl~( a 
!)% .ticket lift., thiS irnp,lies the aV$'agecash ti'c:lrtsapti()n is $5~90. We caIQljIa:ts' 
benefits aleach transaction size. 

Largeii:l$RGains;Per rransaction ($),$5 ;,62 
.cash 

Ti,*,et Lift (2.0%)0.000 
ThrOughput Improvement OiOOO 

Signatur:edebit 

O.2.S~ 

O.13~ 

PlNdebit 

'0.2$8 

0.138 
WEIGHTED. TOTAL O~OOO 0.311 

TiPKef U:ft,(S%) 
Throughput Improvement 

WEIGfiTEDTOTAL 

LargetlSRGains Pef Transaction ($1~$5;9:0 
Cash ;Sigl1ature.deblt PINd,ebit 

0'.0'00.0.068 0,068 
0;000 0.138 

0.U1 

Note: Figures are Independently rounded. See .AppJandix,2· for details on hoW' these 
figures are estlinated. ' 

http:tlWww.bankrate.eomlbrmlnewslccl2QQ7Q7Q4credlt cards fat a1.asp.tAccofding.toa new 

:sufVeycomrnissi9n~q boy Vi~. 82 weent of{e.sppnc~said {astfooq l?urctJase.s· macle wi~pebit 

otcredifcat(:ls are m9['ec6hv~rtjehttha~d~UOgWititcasl:),Art<j'~ pei'cehtsay u,sjngp;i!ymerit 
$'dsdsfas'fet t/lart payifJg withcasl1.lmpPt:tarttlY.7'7pereeri~ sa,y they can buy exactly\yhatthey 

Wahtbecauset/letarel'\otlimired by 1he'~'$tlttiey'tJ;a\'e~vaiiable .. ·) 
48 . .Results for McDoriSf(l'Sfroma Fast FOodCotnptiflyMagatitie stlrv:eyavailable at 

·http;ljwww.jeremyperson.COmlfa~t~food .. per-store;.sales:;informationr 

49. Appendix 2 e~PlainsJl'iis'calculation. 
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34. The two benefits estimated in the table above result in a merchant benefit of between 
12 cents and 31 cents. ~hich are significant amounts in light of the overall costs 
involved. 

Net Effects 

35. Recall that cost advantages, like no float and lower bank charges for cash, are 
incorporated into the total cost figure reported in Table 1; these are repeated below. 
In the cost section above. we presented only the costs associated with the $5.62 
(20% ticket lift) transaction. We therefore need to calculate the costs associated with 
a 5% ticket lift benefit resulting from cards to combine with the benefits estimated on 
the basis of 5% ticket lift. This is presented in Table 3 below. 

Table 3: Estimated Costs by Payment Type, Large QSRs 

Costs Per Transaction ($), for $5.90 cash trans 

Cash Signature Debit PIN Debit 

POSTime 0.021 0.010 0.010 
Back Office 0.003 0.000 0.000 
Bank Costs 0.007 0.166 0.163 

Float Costs 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Theft/Robbery/Fraud 0.001 0.002 0.002 

Counterfeit 0.001 0.000 0.000 

Fraud Prevention Costs 0.013 0.000 0.000 

Other Direct Costs 0.015 0.000 0.000 

TOTAL 0.062 0.179 0.176 

36. We are now ready to combine the cost and benefit estimates for QSRs to obtain the 
overall, or net, effect. Table 4 below combines the appropriate costs and benefits 
(holding transaction size and the ticket lift assumption constant) to obtain the net 
benefit, if any. 

Table 4: Aggregate Effects by Payment Type, Large QSRs 

Big QSR Per $5.62 Transaction ($) 

Cash Signature debit PIN debit 

Costs 0.060 0.173 0.174 

Benefits (20% lift) 0.000 0.311 0.311 

NET BENEFITS -0.060 0.138 0.137 

Big QSR Per $5.90 Transaction ($) 

cash Signature debit PIN debit 

Costs 0.062 0.179 0.176 
Benefits (5% lift) 0.000 0.121 0.121 

NET BENEFITS -0.062 -0.057 -0.055 
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36~ As Table4 makes clear, a 20% 1:icket 11ft is sufficient to provide debit (both -sJgnetlJre 
and PIN).trnnsactions with apositive·netbenefit for merchants, even col1oiingthose 

payment instrumenl$' higherbankttansactionfees.C$h;. Which has no.' offsetting 
eXpllcitbenefits; is ,~trictly negative. With oruya5% tickellift fbf debit cards, all three 

payment instruments is strictly negative on a net l:Jasis andallcoshoughlythe same 
-cash is rtotcheaper than debit 

37. When we step back. to cOnsider the hiStdry·of QSR Payment card acc.eptance, ·thes.e 

results are not at all.$:urprising. QSRs had ~en among the most reticent of 
merchants to accept debit or credit cards. The first QSR to makce the change was 

Sonic, Which began accepting cards in 1998 -40 yearsa:fter the first credit card 

appeared and ~verat years aftEw debit cards entered the mainstream.50 Thus, had 
card acceptance not made financlalsense, it seems clear that QSRs would to this 

day still l'1otacceplthetn. 

38. Reinfor~ing that point is the 'fflct that the early card ad9J)ters among QSRs were 
publicJy traded firms. It is likely thatSonic"and KFC each had to make a compelling 

case to their respective '~ards before they could gain ~proval for theirwesfilTerif 
(~uirEld to accept Cards. Notorily didQSR merchants need to incur ca,pital 

expenses (e.g., the'. installation {)fcard readers or the;aequl~itiooo:f cash registers 
withintegtatedcard readers); they a15.0 kneW they wouldfa~ per ti'ansacti.on bank 
fees. Nordidoile of theveryfirsl adopters. Sotiic, expect thesubstantial.~et lift 
that it later discovered.51 Ev.en knowing they would have upfro.ntirwestment .costs 
and increased per transaction bank costs, these early adopter OSRs nonetheless 
ijecided to mOVe furWard with payment cards, indicating that they expected the 

C!Jsiomer service improvElnientsa.nd cost saVtFlgs ~ative to cash to outweIgh the 
costs of taklnl;l cards.On.ce the sizable ticket "ftbecame apparent, the justification 
fQrll,ccepting cards was that much more obviOus for lal~adopting QSRK. The 
calculations presented in Tab~4ar'e tX>n$i~tenl with this view; 

50 $Onic~ganaC(:eptingcatQSjri 1998; Lowe" SUpr;:l note 7;.BaoRArne[icardwas lauhCh~ by 

Ba:nk of Americairi 1958, htto:llcotooraH;.visa.comlabolif-visalour-businesslhistory-Of-visa,shtml; 

tileestablishment6fanational EFT network and universalATM access'inthe,ear'iytOOOs 

enco.ura'ged rapid.growttrof.debitcarduse,.see Fumlko. Hayashi,RiChard SUllivan, and.stuart. 

W~ilner, "AGuide te the AT/VI.~D~Gard industrytFedel'C!i Resenre Bank·ofKansasCity, 
.200.3,pp. 12~ 1 a available athttp://www.ffiec:,gQv'ffi~infol>a$ekesOlJrcesrretailifrb

gulde%2Qtao/ciZOthe""atm~d$iLcan:Und~pdf. 

51 Lowe, supra note 7. 
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Section III Discount Store Cost-Benefit 
Analysis 

39. As noted in the introduction, the costs and benefits associated with transaction 
payments can differ by retail venue. For instance, a higher average transaction size 
will drive a higher bank card transactiOn fee and greater cash sales per stofe will 
entail higher theft and counterfeit risks. Some costs and benefits scale in a linear 
fashion (e.g., employee theft) while others do not (e.g., the debit card interchange 
fee, which has a percentage portion and a fixed portion), so it is important to 
calculate the costs and benefits for the transaction size of interest, rather than simply 
scaling those for another venue and transaction size. As a result of these factors, it is 
important to estimate payment instrument costs and benefits at a variety of venues to 
gain a better understanding of how the costs and benefits can differ among retailers. 

40. The second case study I consider is a purchase made at a discount store, such as 
Wal-Mart, Target, or CastCO.52 For the purposes of cost-benefit analysis, there are 
two key differences between QSRs and discounters. The first is the transaction size. 
Rather than $5, the average transaction size at discount stores is around $50. The 
second key difference is the interchange fee, which differs from the QSR rate. 
According to Visa data, discount store retailers pay a blended interchange rate that 
combines the rate for grocery stores and retail stores. Finally, discount stores have 
traditionally accepted personal checks as payment, while QSRs generally do not. 

41. The use of checks in the US economy has been declining steadily for years now. A 
study by First Data Corporation found that in-store check use was 18% in 1999; by 
2008 it had fallen to 8%.53 From the consumer's perspective. checks are time 
consuming to write and process at the checkout counter and are cumbersome to 
carry. Because the risks of non-payment are too great, retailers rarely ever accept 
out-of-state checks, so they are a poor choice for consumers when travelling. Even 
within the consumer's home town, more and more stores refuse to accept checks 
today. Debit cards, on the other hand, provide a convenient means to access funds 
in a demand deposit account regardless of where the consumer is shopping. Thus 
the First Data study reported that in-store debit card use (signature and PIN 
combined) rose from 21 % in 1999 to 37% in 2008. 

42. From the retailer's perspective, checks present a host of problems. According to a 
Federal Reserve Bank report, check fraud cost retailers $10 billion in 2006.54 That 
figure is over five times the fraud cost that debit cards imposed on retailers that same 
year, as the total cost to POS retailers from both debit and credit cards was only $2 
billion in 2006. When a check bounces, the retailer's bank will typically attempt to run 

52 I am in the process of analyzing additional retail venues but these were not far enough along to 

indude in this interim report. 

53 First Data Market Brief, Consumer Payment Preferences for In-Store Purchases. 2008. 

54 Sullivan, supra note 45. 
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it through a second or third time - charging the retailer a retumed deposit item fee 
each time the check bounces. If the check fails to clear after the second or third try, it 
is up to the retailer to recover the loss. This typically entails hiring a collection 
agency. But even with collection attempts, some checks are never paid. Of the funds 
that are recovered, the collection agency often keeps a SUbstantial percentage as its 
fee. The costs and risks associated with checks explain why so many merchants 
now refuse to take checks as payment. 

43. In short, checks are no~ convenient for consumers and are costly and risky for 
merchants. Thus, despite the government subsidy that comes in the form of bank-to
bank at-par exchange,55 both check use and check acceptance have been declining 

steadily within the US. 

A. The Costs Associated with Discount Store Payment Processing 

44. Table 5 below presents tAe costs of payment instrument acceptance for a typical "big 
box" discounter. The analysis is based on an average transaction size of $49.38, the 
implied cash transaction amount when debit cards provide a 10% ticket lift for 
discount retailers. As with QSRs, even though credit cards are a popular form of 
payment at discount stores their use is not relevant for the debit card debate and 
thus credit card use is again ignored in the analysis presented here. Checks are 
included. 

Table 5: Estimated Costs by Payment Type, Big Box Discount Store 

Costs Per Transaction ($49.38) 

cash Check Signature Debit PIN Debit 

POSTime 0.041 0.136 0.046 0.043 

Back Office 0.037 0.093 0.000 0.000 

Bank Costs 0.059 0.080 0.409 0.360 

Float Costs 0.000 0.001 0.002 0.000 

Theft/Robbery/Fraud 0.033 0.444 0.019 0.019 

Counterfeit losses .0.004 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Fraud Prevention Costs 0.085 0.000 0.000 0.000 

Other Direct Costs 0.010 0.026 0.000 0.000 

TOTAL 0.269 0.780 0.476 0.423 

Note: Figures are independently rounded. See Appendix 2 for details on how these 
figures are estimated. 

45. While the cost estimates themselves differ, the methods for estimating the cost 
elements are the same as employed for the QSR case study. A couple of important 
differences should be pointed out. however. First, as noted above the interchange 

55 Howard Chang. Marina Danilevsky. David Evans, and Daniel Garcia-Swartz, "The Economics of 

Market Coordination for the Pre-Fed Check-Clearing System: A Peek into the Bloomington (IL) 

Node", Explorations in Economic History 45:4 (September 2008). 
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fee for discount stores is ctifferent.whiCh I~ds to a different merchant transaction 
fee. In particular; big box disoountstores typically have agrocef)' section and a 
g~neral rnerchandise section. As such. one of two interchange rates applies 
dependj(lg on the par:ticularitems purchasEld. The' grocery store rate for signature 
debit II) 0.62% + $0.13 (capped at$0.35)an<:\ is $0.20 for PIN <:Iebit\ 56 TAe general 
merchandise rate for signature debit is 0.62% +.$0.13 with no.capand 0.50% + $.0.'10 
(capped at $0;60) for PIN debit51 I employ the samernethod as used for .QSRs to 
estimate the appliCable retailer ban~ t(ansaction fee, Which is O.~2% for signature 
and 0.73% for PIN .. 

46. The check fraud cost estimate is based on a le.idsNexisi Report that finds that 
retailers· face an average annual chec~fi'aild loss of' 0;9% ,of their totaJannual 
revenue;58 Because this figure is expressed as a percentage oftotai annual revenue, 
it will understate the losstPattetallersej(peiieiJce as apercentage of check payment 
revenue', whichwoQ.ld be a better measure of the oost to reta:ilersofacc;;epting ,an 
incremental oeheck payment Theoheck fraud cosf estimate of 44 cents reported in 
Table 5.ciGove is thEirero.reoonservative. 

47. DiScOurifstores also differ SignifiGBntly from Q$.RS In. that thElyh3;ve to wortY abo.ut 
both cashtheftfrom the tiD and tnetheftQfgoot1s from inventory. Ois.count store theft 
pr.evention expenses are therefore'sub'stantlal, bLit orily a portion ,of that .expense is 
relevant for cash payment acceptance .. While there are pUblic reports of what 
retallersexpend to prevent :theft from e!'Tiployeesanq thiev~, I was unable to fine! 
thebreaf<down of those expendltures forinvenforyshrinkageltheft versus .cashtheft. 
Asa bOnservative estlrnat~J I assume that .OI)Iy 2(50(0 of a discount stc.>re.'stheft 
pre.ventiPn expenditures ate d.irePted tOWardpre,ventingca~hI0S$ (e.g., CCTV aimed 
at the till to catQh employee theft). 

48. While the individual costs' reported in Table 5 are quite different from ihose reported 
for OS"s in Table 1,. theqqalitative ootldusiOn is the same. Lookin!il Just at bank 
transaction fees presents$! highly misleaoingpicture'ofthe. relative costs to retailers 
of accepting thevaridus payment instruments. Oil the basis. of bank 'CharQ'es alone, 
signature debit Cards are around 6' times mote costly than cash and. around 5 times 
more oostlythan ch~cks. However, when the rel~vant incremental costs are 
:at:trountedfor,signaturedebittalls 16 less' than 2 times rnorecostly than eashand 
reverses position. ~ntirely With· checks, whicn ,are over 1.5 times more: C(lstlythail 
debit transactions. 

56 See, htto:llusa.visa.com/downloadJrnerChantslo«toW-20'I·Q..visa-usa-interchanae=r.ate-sheatpdf 

andhttp://usa,visa:comfdowriloadimerchantSloctober-201Q..infei1ink-intercbange=rate-sheet.odf, 

respeotively-. 

57 I do not. have the data ,necessary tol'larse disCQunt,:storesales. into. gro.cery and.~e~fal.(etail 15.0 

1;:I/is\Jme "150-5.0 split to ~iculate theblelidedPIN4iilPitrat¢; For th.e signatiJ:re~bit rate, I u.sa 

1i)eratesthat reF debitcardtransactibns ihlpty, wbicbaecourrtfor the$lit in sa1f3$. 

5il20p9LexiSNaxis TtueCost ofFraud'$tudY; 
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B;. DiscounfStore Be.hefits AssQciatedwithDebit Cards 

49. The benefits that discoLiht stores enjoY from differentpaymElnt instrumeiits differ from 
those that QSRsenjoy .. ln pattieular.thrQqghput is not, to the b~t ofmy knoWledge, 
as important a factor for discount stores. Certainly aU retailers would liRe to maximize 
th.eirsales while minimizing their "customers' waiting iI'llihe trme. butlhere is no daily 
peak lunch or dinner rush in which speeding c!J~omers throllgh the checkout line is 
particularly important. Moreover, shoppersatdisco.untstores are generally there to 
save money,Obt time:. TIW larlilebox layout. of discount stores. is not· alrne(iat 
shopper convenience. bvt rather at votumediSCOunts. As, a result of these: 
considerations .• while it is possible thatlnareas$lthr:ou!;Ihputfor debitrelativato cash. 
anCjeheekS benef1ts·discount re~ilers. I do not quantify thatbene:fit 

50. "[fcket lift, however, remains an important benefit for discount stor~; TM, tta~ction 
size. here is roughly ten times the aVerage at aSRsSo tiCket/ift will be a smaller 
percentage. Debit cards donotihvolv.e·access to credit, so ticketJiftis, as.beforewith 
.QS'as, based 6n the convenience of directly aCCessing funds lnttie consumer's 
d.emand qaposit aC~1,Int without having to carry '8 I,ot. of casJ:i. In9~q, stt.!dies, 
continue to. find that U.s. consumers are carrying less and less cash over ,time; as 
(lebit card use inctEi;3.ses . .51l Thus, disCf!Ul11 stote S:hoppe1'SGanPQtGhaseawagazine 
or some candy and a drink -lt~ that disco,1,InfSWl"e5 tend to stock atth$ POS 
counter to catch impulse' purchases ..,. whethedhey have:tneaddi.tional $5 In their 
pockets o'r not. This .ievel pf purchase (~$+$6: l'Tia9.~itie; for example) (flipltas a 
ticlset lifiof 10% on anaveragetransaQiiQn of ,$49~38 .. A§ TableS illustrates, thi~ 
translates into; a benefit of around 29 .cef1ts for . all non..cashpayment instruments. 

Table 6: Estimated Gains: by Payment Type. Big Box, Discount Store 

Ticket· Ljft 

TOTAL 

Gaihs Per Ti'ahsa~ron (~9;;3;81 
Ca$h cheCks Sjgnatur:eD~j;jit. 

M'lOO 
0;000 

0;287 

0;287 
Q.281 

0;287 

'0;287 

,O,i&7 

51. nble 7 below coMbines the. cost and benefit estimates toqbtaitt the nal({ 
i:;9sf/bel1efrt ~or eaPfl paYttierit in!jtrlirtJEmt actepteq at CI dJsg:;i1I)~ ~e f4:r a 
transaction of $49.3:8. 

~See. e,g." Eleotronic Banking. Options,. "U.S.consum.er use·oh;ash toqecline by nearly $200 

bllliori by:"2Qj5. Jaril,lary15,2Q;11. http://e!ectrorjicbankiilQOPtiims.c0mt2011101/151u~s-consumer

uSe-of4sh-to-decline-bY-ilearlV:20Q..blllion-bv-2Qt5JC'Uriitect Stafe$ Consumers' u$.~ofc;:ash 
<I.ecline,d 3'p¢rcentlast yearand.lLWiIl cOiitin,ue,"tQq)'Op atthe.s~ir1Efrate through2015,3(:COtdli'lgto 

9.heIN reportbyAite,GfOOP LLC,.a Bostbn-based (ionsultii'lgllrmt); 
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Tapl~ 7: A9gr~g~te.l=ffectsby pa.yrnent Typ~, B1g B'O)( DiscoiJntStore 
Per Transaction ($49.3'8) 

cash Checks Signature Debit PIN Debit 

Bi:!nefits 0.0'00' 0';281 0'.287 0'.287 
Costs 0',269 Q~78O' 0'.476 0,42.3 

NET BENEFITS -0.269 -0'.494 -0.189 -O,13~ 

52', Each payment instrument is strictly negative, however the debit transactions have 

the smallest C()sts of all four payment instruments. Once benefits are included (at 
least,t/1pse thatesn be ql,lantified), checks emerge ~over 2 times moreC()stlyth~n 

debit while cash is almost2 times morecosUy. Relative; tOcaSR. the use of a debit 
card saves discount retailers betWeen .8 and 1.3 cents. Relative tochecks,deblt 

saves discount re.tailers between 3D ahd 35 cents. Clearly, it Is inappropriate to. 
consider just banking transaction fees when assessi'ng retailerS' costs of payment 
processing. 
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Section IV Conclusions 

53. On the basis of the above analysis I conclude that debit cards provide retailers with 
tangible benefits for typical transactions when compared to paper transactions. 

• Looking solely at bank transaction fees is highly misleading and suggests the 
wrong conclusion: cash and checks are not cheaper than signature debit at the 
transaction sizes I have studied thus far. 

• The benefits that debit cards provide to major QSRs and discount stores appear 
to justify the higher bank charges that such merchants must pay for signature 
debit transactions. 

• There is no economic basis for concluding that debit card bank transaction fees 
raise consumer prices any more than the transaction costs associated with cash 
or check payments do. In fact, debit tends to be less costly to QSR and discount 
retailers than either paper instrument is. 
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Section VI 

Appendix 2 

This appendix provides details on the assumptions and underlying calculations used to 

compute the merchant costs and benefits. For the QSR case study, ticket size and 
representative transaction volume provide basic inputs for the cost and benefit 
computations. We start with these two cost elements and then move on to the other cost 
measures included in Table 1 in the body of the report. 

1. Ticket Size 

A Hitachi Consulting study estimated that for QSRs in 2008 payment cards accounted for 

34 percent of transactions, with cash accounting for 66 percent 60 The average 
transaction at McDonalds in 2009 was $6.00 (regardless of payment type).51 Finally, a 

2002 Visa Study found that card payments at QSRs were accompanied by a 20-30 
percent increase in ticket size.52 While many of the quotes related to "ticket lift" refer to 

credit cards, given the small transaction sizes it is reasonable to conclude that cards do 
not so much provide ·credif' as they release the consumer from the constraints imposed 

by the cash currently in the consumer's wallet. I therefore take a conservative range of 
potential ticket lifts for debit cards, assuming that the use of debit cards provide a ticket 

lift of 5 to 20 percent. Combining all these pieces of data, we can estimate the range of 
the average ticket size for cash and card payments at McDonalds (as a representative 
QSR) by solving the following equations: 

0.66 Cash Ticket + 0.34 Card Ticket = 6.00 

Card Ticket = Ticket Lift Factor * Cash Ticket (where 1.05<=Ticket Lift Factor<=1.2) 

Solving this system of equations with the date reported in the paragraph above gives the 

following cash ticket range of.$S.62 - $5.90 and a card ticket range of $6.19 - $6.74.63 

An analogous calculation is made for discount stores. We made the calculations on the 

basis of the top three discount stores: Wal-Mart, Costco, and Target. In the calculations 
we weighed the three companies by their 2008 total sales. Wal-Mart receives a weight of 
74 percent, Target 12 percent, and Costco 14 percent. Their interchange fees for 

signature debit are 0.65, 0.79, and 0.37 percent, respectively. Thus, the weighted
average interchange fee is 0.63. The cash transaction size is $51.29, $40.55, and 
$82.50, respectively. Thus, the weighted-average transaction size is $54.32. 

60 "The Price of Credif' QSR Magazine Jan 14, 2011, 
http://www.qsrmagazine.com/articlesloperationsl1281priceofcredit-1.phtml 
61 Results from a Fast Food Company Magazine survey available at 
http://www.jeremyperson.comtfast-food-per-store-sales-information/ 
52 "Visa Payment Card Acceptance helps the Bottom Line of Quick Service Restaurant Partners,· 
Business Wire, Nov 12 2002. 
63 At 5 percent ticket litt, cash transactions are $5.89 while card transactions are $6.19, which, with 
rounding, provides the correct weighted average transaction of $6. At 20 percent ticket lift, cash 
transactions are $5.62 while card transactions are $6.74. 
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2. transaction Volume 

Daily tran&action volt!me at Q$Rs varies consi(ier;ably depending, en the type .of 
GhSih and the restauranfsJecation. Duai0 limited data availability" I use. two estimates .of 
representatijfe QSR transaction veilllns: the til'St, McOOnalds, l'epresEiht$ a larg'e national 
chain en thehfgberl3nd .of transaction volume; the &econd, Taco Time Nerthwest,a local 
Ghaln in the Pacific Narthwest represents a mediumsizedQSR. McDanald's sales 
volume per store in 2009 was $2.3 millien, and the average transaCtian size in 2009 was 
$6 .. We can therefQre infer that the humber of transactions processed anni,lally per store 
was 383~333, which translates t.o about 1050 transactions per day per st.ore.64 Using 
sam:ples of mOJ1thly transactiandata. from various Taco Time. NQrthwest franchises in 
.20QfH.O. lestitnate that a smaller QSRaveragesCiPOL,it 10,773 monthlytra,nsactions per 
lacation.65 or 359 transaCtions per day perJocation. As noted in the main body ·of the 
rep.oJi,. scaleig· imt>O~ntforYariable costs ttrat do not vary per individual trans;:1ction,but 
rather vary.overtranchesof tt';3Osacti.ons, This follows because the' larger the number- .of 
tr.ansactions, the greater the .base '.over which "lumpy" variable costs are spread, which 
has animpa'eiOri (hI:H::ost-benefit analysis, . 

AccordIng 'to . industry estimates, ttie average qS.R has 70 transactions ):ler hOur 
during the peak, periOQS of lunch and dinner; eachot which Jastsan haur, fOr a total of 
140 peak periodtransaclions;~Becatise 140 transactions are made per locaticmin the 
peak PeriOds, the remailJing 2Wocci:Jr durlhgstackperlods, for a total of 359 
traosa,ctionsper day. At.a larqer restaurant liKe M~Oonalds, We assume thatthe ratio of 
peak. to total transaelions remains. the same as reported fotaverag:e aSRs 
(14Qf369;:;,a~J}!l/oJ •. ApPlying thiS ratiptothetpt3! transaction vaJume.of f0'50 at a 
McDonald's restaurant resultS in 409 peak ahd 641 .off peak transacticm:;.Sineesrnaller 
aSRs have.fewer1ransantions; their .ag9l'egafe.GaSh processing' costs are 'e.stirnafeIias 
being slightly' higJjer. I pt~etit tables an c:osts, benefits, al'lQaggl'egate effects for 
smaller QSRsat the eM of this appendiX. These tables ateanalagous tathe tables 
presented mthe main text which exhibit costs, benefits, and net effects for lar~eQ.sRs, 

The da:ily nUlTlberof cashtta.nsactlonsis.'equal to the shate of cash payments (Q.66) 
mi.!ltipliePby m~ daily transactioh voluine, Sfmilatly;; the qaily num.ber6f card 
·transactlons is equal 10 tile, share of card payments (0.34) times the dailytransacti:on 
volume. 

3. Transaction Costs 

Foralf payment instruments,. POScosts p~rtraris::lction are determinei;! bY 
multiplying the. relevanUransaction time (at Q$R.s, 4;5 seconds fur cards and 9 seconds 
fujI' caSh67) by'the ca:shfer'sW1:lge rate($&.37:lhOuror;$.o.O@21second6!l)~ Thus, POS cost 

is. measureda.s .alatlOr 00.& for hahdling payme.nts by payment instl\!menftYpe. 

,64. ResultsfQF McDQnaldsJrornliFlisfFOOd OornparitMl;iQaiine,;Sur:Vey 3,vailableat 
.http://wwwJeremyperson.comtfasMQQd-per.store--sales-informatjon!~ Wnil~ sQme;purch.ases will be 
.fur .coffeeonly;andthusfal'lessthan$q; othettrarisaetions Will be fo'rfar Oiorethan$q.; such as 
Wh~(l::l fa(njlYoffOurPtl~ases <i.i./lf1~r'Gjven tfjentnited da~'availa~e, u~i(lgthe averq,g(;} 
transiiQtiQn,~ to estiinat,e,.the:hutnberof ~nsaclJGnSShould.pi" "'a reasotiabJeestimate. 
~Edc;A.Finkelstein:etal .• ·Manda.tQryM~Flu La~elingJn OneFa.st~ . . ,Chain 'nKinQC!)unty, 
,~aShjilgtonr Amen,can ,Joa~nal ofpmventive.!k.diCinevbL 40~2);122:127 {2011)" p;:l24: 
. Amy Ga.tber, ·Qul<*."Sel'Vtce,Leaders Eye Llfem the Fast Lane,' NatiOn'S Re$t~urantNews,. De.c 
12,20'05; . . . 
'1\7 Lueng and Lieber; supra note 1>2 •. 
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Back office costs for cash are also measured as a labor cost from the 1997 FMI 
survey of supermarket data. This figure is determined by multiplying average deposit 
preparation time (36.5minutes) with the accountants wage rate ($14.58/hr or $0.243/min) 
and the number of deposits prepared each day (2.7).69 In order to adjust this figure for 

QSRs, I multiply it by the ratio of representative QSR (or discount store) annual sales to 

supermarket annual sales.70 This amount is then divided by the number of daily cash 

transactions. 

For card transactions, bank costs are given by multiplying the relevant merchant 

discount by the transaction size. Note that merchant discounts are seldom reported 
directly. We have merchant discount rates (2.08%) from 2004, along with QSR specific 

interchange rate data from that year (1.65% + 4 cent5).71 As acquiring services have 
remained competitive among banks, we assume that the relationship between the 

interchange rate and the merchant discount has remained constant. We therefore 
multiply the ratio of interchange fee to merchant discount from 2004 by the current 
interchange fee (1.65% + 4 cents) to obtain an estimate of current merchant discounts. 
For cash transactions, bank costs are given by multiplying the bank cash deposit fee 
($0.0012per dollar deposited) by the transaction size.72 We do similar calculations for 

discount stores. 

Float costs for debit cards are given by multiplying the transaction amount first by the 
number of days taken for the 1ransaction to clear (1.4673

) and then by the interest earned 

each day (0.74%/36574
). 

Fraud costs for cards are based on the costs reported in the FMI 2003 study on fraud 

losses in the supermarket industry.75 For lack of better data, I assume that the QSRs 

incur payment card related fraud losses of the same scale and proportion as 
supermarkets. For debit transactions, the study estimates that losses are on the order of 
0.04% of revenue. Therefore we multiply the transaction amount by 0.04% to determine 
losses to fraudulent debit cards on a per transaction basis. As noted in the text, fraud 
costs for checks at discount stores are based on the LexisNexis report. 

For the supermarket industry in 2003, 1 in 15 stores was robbed each year; this is 
equivalent to a rate of 0.07 robberies per store per year.7S Annually, the loss to each 
supermarket chain was estimated at $38,884.35.77 Multiplying total company wide losses 

by the robbery rate per store gives us about $2592 in losses per store. In order to adjust 

68 This is the hourly wage rate for cashiers in the food services industry. U.S. Department of Labor, 
Bureau of Labor Statistics. See national 5-digit NAICS industry-specific estimates available at 
h~:JIwww.bls.govJoesJoes_dl.htm 
69 FMI, "A Retailer's Guide to Electronic Payment Systems Costs: 1998. 
70 Weekly average supermarket sales in 2003 are available through the FMI available at 
htlp:l!www.fmLorglfacts_figsl?fuseaction=superfact. I compute this ratio separately for small 
and large QSRs. 
71 2004 merchant discount of 2.08% is from VISA, "Driving Value and Innovation: Interchange in 
Action," Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago, May 2005. In 2004 VISA negotiated QSR specific 
interchange fees of 1.65% + 4 cents. See W. A. Lee, "How Cards Finally Won Reluctant 
McDonalds Over," American Banker Vol. 169 (59), March, 2004. 
72 See Wells Fargo Bank business account holder service fees In IL, WI, and MI 
https:/Iwww.wellsfargo.com/downloadsJpdflbizlaccountslfeeJnformation/michigan_wisconsin_illinoi 
s.pdf. Cash deposit fees are $0.0012 per dollar deposited; this is the lower of the two fee 
schedules shown (p. 31 and p. 3~). 
73 Visa Net report provided to TCF. 
74 See htfp:llwww.treasurydirectgov/news/pressroom/currenteebondratespr.htm 
75 FMI survey data, "Loss Prevention," 2003, p.8 
761d. 
ITld. 
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this figure for QSRs, I multiply it by the ratio of representative QSR annual sales to 

supermarket annual sales.78 Aggregate cash sales per store can be computed by 

multiplying 365 by the daily cash transaction volume and the cash transaction size, which 
yield around $485,853 per store for small QSRs and $1,421,020 for McDonalds. 
Adjusted per store losses to robbery are then divided by annual cash sales to compute 
the proportion of robbery losses per dollar of cash sales for small and large QSRs 
respectively. This fraction is then multiplied by the relevant transaction size to give 

robbery losses per transaction for both small and large QSRs. 

Employee theft of cash and merchandise at supermarkets was estimated at 3.47 
detected incidents per store in the FMI 2003 study.79 An average of $450.49 was 

recovered in each incident (this amount included both cash and merchandise).ao I 

assume, however, that QSRs incur only cash losses. In the FMI study it was estimated 

that 49% of store locations experienced cash theft; I apply this fraction to the recovery 
per incident to estimate the amount of cash recovered in each detected incident.81 The 

FMI study notes that several undetected cases of employee theft occur for each detected 
case. I assume, conservatively, that there is only one undetected loss for all detected 

losses. Undetected losses are then given by the product of detected incidents per year, 

average recovery per incident, and share of cash locations with theft, which yields about 
$766 per year in employee theft. In order to adjust this figure for QSRs, I multiply it by the 
ratio of representative QSR annual sales to supermarket annual sales.82 This amount is 
then divided by annual cash sales for small and large QSRs respectively to compute the 

proportion of employee theft losses per dollar of cash sales. This fraction is multiplied by 
the relevant transaction size to give employee theft losses per transaction for both small 
and large QSRs. 

Loss prevention costs are also estimated from data in the FMI 2003 study. Expenses 
incurred in association with locksmiths and CCTVs are included within this category. In 

2003, each supermarket incurred about $28,356 in loss prevention costs. I update these 
costs to 2009 levels using the BEA's PCE chain type price index for other goods and 
services.53 In order to adjust this figure for QSRs, I multiply it by the ratio of 

representative QSR annual sales to supermarket annual sales.84 This amount is divided 

by annual cash sales for small and large QSRs respectively in order to compute the 
proportion of loss prevention costs per dollar of cash sales. Finally, this fraction is 
multiplied by the relevant transaction size to give loss prevention costs per transaction 
for both small and large QSRs. 

Because discount stores must protect against both cash theft and inventory 
shrinkage/theft, their loss prevention expenditures will be greater than those at QSRs. 

7B Weekly average supermarket sales in 2003 are available through the FMI available at 
http://www.fmi.org/facts_figsl?fuseaction=superfact. I compute this ratio separately for small and 
large QSRs. 
79 FMI survey data, "Loss Prevention," 2003, p.S 
so Id. 
61 1d• 
B2 Weekly average supermarket sales in 2003 are available through the FMI available at 
http://www.fmi.org/facts_figsl?fuseaction=superfacll compute this ratio separately for small and 
large QSRs. 
83 U.S. Department of Commerce, Bureau of Economic Analysis, Table 2.5.4 Price Indexes for 
Personal Consumption Expenditures by Function (A) available at 
hl1fJ:llwww.bea.gov/nationallnipaweb/SelectTable.asp. 
84 I Weekly average supermarket sales in 2003 are available through the FMI available at 
http://www.fmLorglfacts_figs/?fuseaction=superfacll compute this ratio separately for small and 
large QSRs. 
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However, only thOse prevention meas.ure$aimec;fat stopping cash theft from the till. 
(either by employees onobbers) is.relevanHor oUr purposes. For lack of data; I assume, 
that 25% ono~ prevention expenditures at dis:COimt states ate aim.ed at cash [ass; 

other direct costs for cash trarisactioris are as.$um~ to incllJde only armored @r 

costs. For Jack of better data"I assume that the supermarkefindustry presents a suitable 
proxy for QSHs. In an FMI 1997studYi it Was estimatetl that armored c!31'S used to 
tranSport deposits to the. bank cost stores $2357 annually;'s5 I update this figure to 2QOg 
price levels using the BEA~s PGE chain type price index f0r other goods and services;8/l 
The FMI data estimated. 2.7 (jeposits prepared each l'fayfoteaensupermarkEit state. I 
assume that less (;ash is handled at QSRsand therefore onlY one cash ~Rositis made 
each day. I therefore divide estimated annual costs by.2.7 resulting in about $121,3 In 
annual afrt"loredcar costs. This amount is then divided by annoalcash sales to compote 
the pi1:lpottion of armored .C8f costs per ponarof cash salEi&. Finally, the resl;Utihgfract!O.il 
is multiplied by the relevantQSR transaction size. 

4. Transaetion benefits 

Acc:ordtng to the assumptions outlined above; ticket lift for QSRs variesfrbma lower 
oound Qf 5% to an upper bpt/nd of20%. Theti<*et lift benefit per transaction i$9iYen by 
nlL!ltiplyjog the' profit margin earned. by McDonafds {taken as a r$ptesetttativeQSR)witll 
tile appropriate ticket fift in dollars. We assume a ticket lift of 10%.at discount stores. 

If we assume a ticket lift of 5%. the dollar differencebetvieeh card and cash ticket$ is 
$6,1.9- $5;90 = $029. McDonald~s. had .a. preflt margin of22.94 percent.87 Therefore, the 
benefit provided by ticket lift is$O.29xO;22S4 or about $(1;01. A similar oomptltation 
foI.k:lws tQr an assumed ticket benefit of 20%. And an analogous. calculal\dti is made for 
discoUnt stores. 

We know thatcar<f transactions are about 5secQnds faster to process than cash 
ttansactions atQSR~ .. 68 Therefore, replacihgacash transactioowith.a ·card tr~nsaction 
frees. up 5seCOildsofsetvicetirne. At p~J( periods,. 70 fral1.SaGtiOns occur eaCh hour~t 
location. whiCh corresponds. to a rate of 51 second,sper transaQtion, 5 seconds of 
additional service time corresponds to athro:u!;,!hputincrease of{).1tmnsadions. 

The benefits from throug"t\putimprovemerits of 5 se<;:oods depend OD Wh¢therth.6 
ad,Qitional time j$ spent serving a OCird pay,ingcostomer(probat)lIity of$4pef;aen~) or a 
cash. paying customer. (probabiliW of 66 percent), Throughput benefits: also vary 
depending .on whetllerticketHftis a~sutrled to be 5 Percent or 20 percent. In generai the 
expect~ value Qfthroughput benefits IS giVen l:iythe.equation below; 

.(0.10) x (O,f)6) ~cash ti~et x pr9fitm;:!rgin +(0.10).x (0.34) x card ticl$etx profit-margin 

It we assume. a ,ticket lift' of. 5. I'lercent,weuse.the upper bound cash ticket and the 
loWet bOl.lndCard ti~et ifTthe, eC/I.I;:ttionabove, \fwe as;;ume .oi ticket. liftQf 2(llJer.cent. wrfl 
0$9 the . lower bOl~n<:l 'cash ttcket and. theupperboun<:l 6ardtiqkef in the equatlOO ~.bove. 
In. both cases, the expected value of the benefitis estrmatedto be$O.13;t, 

aSFMlsurvey:d,ata."A R~iter's GQicte. to ElectroniC PaymeFlts Sy,s{emsCosts:1997;PiZQ 
86 U;S. Department'Of Commerce; Buteau of E(:()nomtcAnaIYSiS" Table2.5i4 Price Ind&xesfor 
Pe(SonaICcllisiJmj:ltioil Expenditures Py FUtrctiOl1(A} available at 
h~p:Ilwww:,t:iea;goVlnatiOriaJlrtfpaWebfSetectTable.asp. 
1fT. See McDonald's AnnuaJ.Report 200S,p.7. l.calcQlate protitmargins as operating.inl>Omediv,ided 
b~"total revenues . 
. lj. LUe.ngarid Lieber; supr'~ riote1.2. 
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The benefits of throughput occur only during peak hours and not during slack 
periods. Ticket lift, however, occurs both during peak and slack periods. We must 
therefore weight the benefits accrued from ticket lift and throughput accordingly. Since 
140 transactions on average occur during peak periods for regional QSRs, while the 
remaining 219 occur during non-peak periods,59 the following formula estimates the 
weighted benefits derived from throughput improvements and ticket lift (lift and 
throughput benefits both vary depending on the ticket lift assumed): 

(proportion of peak) x (lift benefit + throughput benefit) + (proportion of non-peak) x (lift 
benefit) 

If we assume a ticket lift of 5 percent the cumulative weighted benefits are $0.121. If we 
assume a ticket lift of 20 percent, the cumulative weighted benefits are $0.311. 

89 And I assume that the ratio of peak to non-peak sales is the same for larger, national QSRs as 
well. 
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Executive Summary 

The Durbin Amendment and its proposed implementation by the Federal Reserve Board 

are based on a fundamental misunderstanding of how competition works in the debit industry. 

The debit system is not "broken" - it has proven to be an enormously successful payment 

method that has substantially displaced checks and cash for many types of transactions. 

Merchants derive substantial value from accepting debit, as debit's increased adoption in new 

merchant categories (such as fast-food restaurants) shows. 

Debit networks generally impose transaction fees on merchants, not cardholders. This 

reflects the basic economics of two-sided platforms, and is not unique to debit or to well

established platforms. New two-sided platforms like OpenTable and Groupon have adopted the 

same pricing model- imposing fees on merchants and not on consumers. Merchant complaints 

about paying such fees are not evidence of an absence of competition, but rather reflect 

merchants' collective preference to limit competition for customers. 

The Durbin Amendment and the FRB's proposal are an extreme form of price regulation. 

A vast body of economic literature has shown the harm to efficiency and consumers from price 

controls that limit price below the level that covers the relevant measure of economic cost, which 

is what the FRB has proposed. Critics fail to recognize that the price regulation intervention they 

propose will cause other adjustments which will harm merchants and consumers. 

Proponents of debit regulation have not identified any market failure that justifies 

intervention, because there are none. They wrongly conclude, without appealing to any 

evidence, that cash and check customers subsidize debit users. In fact, the opposite is more 

likely to be true given the benefits that merchants obtain from their customers' use of debit. 

Critics identify no benefits from increased transparency of debit interchange fees, and indeed 

economics shows that transparency in merchant costs is not common in retailing and thus its 

absence does not suggest a lack of competition. And there is no evidence that smaller networks 

or competition among a larger number of debit networks would result in lower merchant fees, 

and indeed economic theory and available evidence show that this would not result. 

The key economic principles to guide future consideration of the wisdom of the Durbin 

Amendment and the FRB's proposed implementation are whether there is a market failure to 

solve (and there is not), whether the proposed rule does more good than harm (it does not), and 

whether there is a likelihood of harmful unintended consequences (there is). Thus, the 

consequence of the current proposal likely will be substantial loss of efficiency and harm to 

consumers. 
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I. INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS 

My name is Kevin M. Murphy. I am the George J. Stigler Distinguished Service 

Professor of Economics in the Booth School of Business and the Department of Economics at 

the University of Chicago, where I have taught since 1983. I earned a doctorate degree in 

economics from the University of Chicago in 1986. I received my bachelor's degree, also in 

economics, from the University of California, Los Angeles, in 1981. 

At the University of Chicago, I teach economics in both the Booth School of Business 

and the Department of Economics. I teach graduate level courses in microeconomics, price 

theory, empirical labor economics, and the economics of public policy issues. I cover a wide 

range of topics in these courses, including the incentives that motivate finns and individuals, the 

operation of markets, and the impacts of regulation and the legal system. Most of my teaching 

focuses on two things: how to use the tools of economics to understand the behavior of 

individuals, finns and markets; and how to apply economic analysis to data. My focus in both 

research and teaching has been on integrating economic principles and empirical analysis. 

I have authored or co-authored more than 65 articles in a variety of areas in economics. 

Those articles have been published in leading scholarly and professional journals, including the 

American Economic Review, Journal of Law and Economics, and the Journal of Political 

Economy. 

I am a Fellow of the Econometric Society and a member of the American Academy of 

Arts and Sciences. In 1997, I was awarded the John Bates Clark Medal, which the American 

Economic Association awarded once every two years to an outstanding American economist 

under the age of forty.l In 2005, I was named a MacArthur Fellow, an award that provides a 

five-year fellowship to individuals who show exceptional merit and promise for continued and 

enhanced creative work. 

In addition to my position at the University of Chicago, I am also a Principal at Navigant 

Economics (fonnerly Chicago Partners), a consulting finn that specializes in the application of 

I Although the Jolm Bates Clark Medal was awarded biennially until 2009, it now is awarded annually. See, 
http://www.vanderbilteduiABA/clark_medal.htm. 
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economics to law and regulatory matters. I have consulted on a variety of antitrust, intellectual 

property and other matters involving economic and legal issues such as mergers, class 

certification, damages, labor practices, joint ventures, and allegations of anticompetitive 

exclusionary conduct, tying, price fixing, and price discrimination. I have submitted testimony 

in Federal Court, to a committee of the U.S. Senate and to state and federal regulatory bodies, 

and I have submitted expert reports in numerous cases. Of particular relevance to the issues I 

address in this submission, I have written on the economics of two-sided markets, I have served 

as an expert witness in connection with litigation over merchant fees, and I submitted a report to 

the Federal Reserve Board on behalf of Bank of America in connection with its consideration of 

implementation of the Durbin Amendment. 2 

In this report, I explain that the Durbin Amendmenr and its proposed implementation by 

the Federal Reserve Board4 are based on a fundamental misunderstanding of how competition 

works in the debit industry.5 The Amendment and proposed implementation fail to acknowledge 

the benefits that merchants receive from widespread adoption of debit and reflect a dangerous 

overestimation of benefits from imposing regulation and disregard for the adverse consequences 

to economic efficiency from doing so. My primary conclusion is that proponents of debit 

regulation have not identified any market failure that justifies intervention, because there are 

none. Instead, debit's critics adopt a merchant-centric view with blinders -limiting their focus 

to the amount of bank fees paid by merchants without understanding the competitive forces from 

which these fees arise and the corresponding benefits to merchants and consumers that would be 

lost if merchant debit fees were capped as proposed. Importantly, critics fail to recognize that 

the price regulation intervention they propose will cause other adjustments, many of which will 

harm merchants and consumers. 

2 Economic Analysis to Guide Interpretation of Provisions of the Dodd-Frank Act Regarding Regulation of Debit 
Interchange Fees, Submission of Professor Kevin M. Murphy on Behalf of Bank of America Corporation, November 
23,2010. 
3 "Sec. 920. Reasonable Fees and Rules for Payment Card Transactions," Sec. 1075 (a)(2) of U.S. Congress. House. 
Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act. H.R. 4173. 111 dI Cong., 2nd sess. (5 January 2010). 
4 "Regulation ll, Debit Card Interchange Fees and Routing - Notice of proposed rulemaking" 12 CFR Part 235. 
Federal Register Vol. 75, No. 248. December 28,2010 (''FRB Proposal"). 
5 My submission has been prepared at the request of Timothy Kelly, outside counsel for TCF National Bank. 
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II. THE LEVEL OF DEBIT INTERCHANGE RATES IS NOT UNREASONABLE 
AND DOES NOT REFLECT AN ABSENCE OF COMPETITION OR "A 
MARKET THAT IS WORKING LESS THAN COMPETITlVELy,,6 

A. The Debit System is Not Broken - It is a Tremendously Successful Innovation in 
Payment Systems 

It is highly unusual, indeed perhaps unprecedented, to focus regulatory scrutiny and 

intervention on a segment of the economy that all participants have voluntarily and 

enthusiastically embraced, and that has grown faster than and substantially displaced competing 

products or services. The enonnous success, expansion and benefits of debit may be the one fact 

acknowledged and agreed upon by all parties that participated in the Federal Reserve Board's 

("FRB's") deliberations that resulted in the proposed Regulation II, Debit Card Interchange Fees 

and Routing ("FRB Proposal") issued for public comment on December 16,2010. In its request 

for comments on the Proposal, the FRB noted that, since the mid-1990s, checks and "most likely 

cash payments" have been replaced by other payment methods, that "[ d]ebit card usage, in 

particular, has increased markedly during that same period," and that "[d]ebit card payments 

have grown more than any other fonn of electronic payment over the past decade ... ,,7 The FRB 

further noted that today "[ d]ebit cards are accepted at about 8 million merchant locations in the 

United States"g and that "beginning in the early 1990s, signature debit networks also began 

creating separate pricing categories for merchants in certain market segments (e.g., supermarkets 

and card-not-present transactions) to gain increased acceptance in those markets,,,9 an effort that 

clearly has succeeded. However, after acknowledging the enormous success of debit card 

systems, the FRB proposed rules to dramatically reduce interchange rates that will endanger that 

success. 

A fundamental economic principle is that, absent rare circumstances, quantity or "output" 

provides the clearest and best indication whether economic actors are benefiting from supply of a 

product or service. The much-discussed "two-sided market" feature of debit cards does not 

change, indeed perhaps even strengthens, this fundamental economic fact - when customers find 

6 Transcript of Fed Govemors-StaffColloquy, p. 14. 
7 FRB Proposal, p. 81723. 
8 FRB Proposal, p. 81723. 
9 FRB Proposal, p. 81724. 
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that a product or service provides value given its price, they demand more of it and its quantity 

increases. This economic principle applies to both sides of two-sided markets - the adoption and 

expansion of a product or service occurs only if customers on both sides of the platfonn find it in 

their interest to ''purchase'' more. And it is clear that both merchants and cardholders have, in 

effect, ''voted with their feet" by adopting and using debit for more and more transactions. 

Despite this incontrovertible evidence of a healthy and growing market for debit services, 

Congress adopted the Durbin Amendment ("Amendment") to the Dodd-Frank: Act ("Act") 

without identifYing any market failure to justify the imposition of price regulation in a highly 

successful marketplace. The FRB then worsened a bad situation by proposing an interpretation 

of the Amendment and the FRB's man4ate under the Act that would dramatically shift how 

issuers finance their debit programs from fees paid by merchants to fees paid by cardholders and 

even (according to the FRB itself) to "other sources, besides interchange fees, from which 

[issuers] can receive revenue to help cover the costs of debit card operations."IO 

In other words, the FRB proposes to shift the fees that compensate issuers for the costs of 

operating their debit programs from the merchants that benefit from the availability of debit as an 

efficient payment method to issuers' unrelated businesses. This recommendation tramples on the 

fundamental economic principle that economic efficiency is achieved through appropriate price 

signals and is endangered when products and services are "taxed" to subsidize other operations. 

One interpretation of the intent of the Amendment and the FRB' s proposed rate 

regulation is that Congress and regulators view merchants as victims who are forced to pay for a 

system from which they do not benefit, and that the proposed regulations remedy this 

inefficiency by shifting how the debit system is financed to cardholders and other bank 

customers. I I But this view is contrary to the evidence and to proper economic analysis. 

Merchants derive substantial value by accepting debit. This is evident from their actions -

10 FRB Proposal, p. 81736. 
II This is consistent with the speech that Senator Durbin gave when he introduced the Amendment, in which he 
pointed to a complaint by ~e of his constituents - the CEO of Walgreen s - about the size of its interchange fees. 
Of course, Senator Durbin made no effort to distinguish between fees associated with credit and debit, or to explain 
why, if these fees were so onerous, Walgreens did not stop accepting debit 1 doubt the CEO ofWalgreens would 
deny that he wants to receive the conveniences of debit cards - reduced cash losses, reduced cashier time, 
convenience to other customers, larger transaction size, etc. - but prefers to obtain these benefits without having to 
pay for them (or paying 80 percent less). 
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merchants increasingly accept debit and have voluntarily moved away from other payment 

methods such as cash and checks. Further, as is evident from the experience of early adopters in 

new retailing segments (such as the quick-service restaurant segment), merchants derive 

substantial net benefits from accepting debit at the prevailing level of debit fees. 12 While some 

merchants in markets where the acceptance of debit is widespread might complain that they 

"must take" debit, this does not imply that those merchants do not receive equal or even greater 

benefits in exchange. The fact that merchants compete with other merchants by accepting debit 

cards is no different from the fact that those same merchants must compete on price, service and 

product quality. The fact that a competitor's lower prices or better service offsets much of the 

gain that a merchant otherwise receives by lowering its own prices and improving its service is a 

natural part of the competitive process, and not a rationale for regulatory intervention. 

B. Consumers are Choosing Debit over Paper-Based Payment Methods 

Consumers recognize that debit offers benefits when compared to checks and cash. A 

recent consumer survey, the Survey of Consumer Payment Choice ("SCPC"), found that: 

" ... [m]ore consumers now have debit cards than credit cards (80.2 percent versus 78.3 
percent), and consumers use debit cards more often than cash, credit cards or checks 
individually." 13 

The move to debit cards occurred while "U.S. consumers have more payment instruments 
to choose from than ever before (nine).,,14 

"More than half of U.S. consumers (51.6 percent) said they wrote fewer checks in 2008 
than they did in 2005. In contrast .. .49.5 percent of consumers reported an increase in 
their use of debit cards ... "lS 

Non-adopters of ATM or debit cards have higher average cash holdings on their person 
($141) and make larger average monthly withdrawals ($462) compared with adopters of 
ATM/debit ($68 and $313, respectively).16 

12 hsessing Retailers' Costs and Benefits from Accepting Debit Cards, Dr. Anne Layne-Farrar, February 15,2011 
("Layne-Farrar Report"). 
13 Kevin Foster, Erik Meijer, Scott Schuh, and Michael A. Zabek, "The 2008 Survey of Consumer Payment Choice," 
Federal Reserve Bank of Boston Public Policy Discussion Papers, April 20 10 ("Foster et al. "), p. 2. 
14 Foster et aI., p. 9. 
15 Foster et aI., p. 10. 
16 Foster et aI., pp. 22 and 23. 
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Another recent study found that "the share of all noncash payments (by consumers, 

businesses, and government) made using checks fell from 77% to 36% [from 1995 to 2006], 

while the shares of three other instruments increased, especially the shares of debit cards [from 2 

to 27 percent] and Automated Clearing House (ACH).,,17 This study attributes 34 percent of the 

decline in check share to a "decrease in relative convenience of checks" and 11 percent to the. 

"increase in relative cost of checks." 18 The study concluded that "[0 ]ne of the most common 

substitutions of payment use from checks to another payment instrument has occurred with debit 

cards ... On average, most consumers view debit cards as having better timing than checks ... ,,19 

Another consumer study found that 88 percent of debit users reported "convenience" as a 

reason for using debit rather than other payment methods, while only 8.3 percent of non-users of 

debit reported "convenience" as a reason for using a payment method other than debit. The same 

study found that debit users who reported "a desire for Time and Convenience" viewed debit as a 

substitute for cash "and somewhat less strongly, for checks.,,2o 

Data from the Visa Payment Panel Study ("VPPS") also document the switch from 

checks to debit, and the increased adoption of electronic payment fonns generally. One analyst 

of the VPPS data commented that "[p]articularly striking is th~ displacement of checks by debit 

cards.,,21 The data showed that, between 2000 and 2008, "the [monthly] incidence of check use 

declined from 84 percent to 69 percent,,22 Ownership of debit cards increased from 60 percent 

in 1997 to 92 percent in 2008, with usage increasing from 17 to 60 percent over this period. 

"[I]njust a seven-year period, changes in American consumer payment preferences caused a 

17 Schuh, Scott and Stavins, Joanna. "Why are (some) consumers (finally) writing fewer checks? The role of 
payment characteristics," Journal of Banking & Finance, Vol. 34 (2010) 1745-1758 (''Schuh and Stavins''), pp. 
1745-1746. 
18 Schuh and Stavins, p. 1756. The measure of the relative convenience of checks was based on the share of 
consumers surveyed who reported that checks were convenient (declined from 50 percent in 2001 to 25.7 percent in 
2005). ld. 
19 Schuh and Stavins, p. 1755. 
20 Ron Borzekowski, Elizabeth K. Kiser and Shaista Ahmed, "Consumers' Use of Debit Cards: Patterns, 
Preferences, and Price Response," Journal of Money, Credit and Banking, Vol. 40, No.1 (February 2008) 
("Borzekowski et al.''), p. 158. 
21 Herbst-Murphy, Susan, "Trends and Preferences in Consumer Payments: Lessons from the Visa Payment Panel 
Study," Payment Cards Center Discussion Paper, May 2010 ("Herbst-Murphy''), p. 1 .. 
22 Herbst-Murphy, p. 3. 
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shift in transactions from only $1 of every $14 being made with a debit card to nearly $1 in every 

$5.'.23 

c. Merchants Accept Debit because ofthe Benefits Debit Provides 

Merchant acceptance of debit also has been growing, with debit increasingly accepted by 

merchants in new business segments (such as fast-food restaurants and in-flight airplane 

purchases) where transactions typically are small. A study of payment trends in thirteen 

countries concluded that "[0 Jur empirical results suggest that the adoption of POS debit terminals 

by merchants was the key factor in the explosive growth in debit card usage. This suggests that 

both consumers and merchants generally prefer debit cards to other payment alternatives for 

certain types oftransactions.,,24 

Grocery stores, which typically have extremely low margins, were early adopters of debit 

cards. Studies have quantified the time and other cost savings to merchants when cardholders 

purchase using debit rather than checks. One study estimated the "ring time" to transact with 

debit at a grocery store was about 25 seconds less than with checks.25 With a wage of$9.61 per 

hour and an average transaction size of $37, the savings to grocery merchants in labor costs 

alone would be roughly 0.2 percent of the purchase amount.26 This is a conservative estimate of 

merchant benefits, since it does not consider other savings from faster checkout times (such as 

more efficient use of checkout facilities and spillover effects to other customers from more 

efficient checkout); nor does it include merchant savings from other features of debit, such as 

faster settlement, lower fraud losses, etc. 

Another study based on a grocery chain's scanner data also found that it took less time to 

transact with debit than with credit cards, and substantially less (by 50 percent or more) than 

23 Herbst-Murphy, p. 6. 
24 Gene Amromin and Sujit Chakravorti, Debit Card and Cash Usage: A Cross-Country Analysis, March 2007 
("Amromin and Chakravorti"), p. 28. 
2S Elizabeth Klee, "How people pay: Evidence from grocery store data," 55 Journal of Monetary Economics (2008) 
526-541 (''Klee''), p. 533. 
26 $9.61 was the average hourly wage for grocery cashiers in May 2009 according to the Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
See, www.bls.gov/oesl2009/may/oes412011.htm. $37.00 is an average of Signature Debit and PIN Debit average 
purchase amounts. See, Daniel D. Garcia-Swartz, Robert W. Hahn, and Anne Layne-Farrar, "The Move Toward a 
Cashless Society: Calculating the Costs and Benefits," Review of Network Economics 5:2 (2006): 199-228, p. 201. 
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with checks.27 It also took less time to give a shopper cash back with debit (0.26 seconds per 

dollar) than with checks (0.77 seconds per dollar).28 Authorization and verification costs were 

lower with debit (9.4 seconds) than with credit (15.1 seconds) and checks (35.5 seconds).29 

From an economic standpoint, the early adoption of debit by grocery stores reflects the fact that 

grocers recognized that debit offered substantial functional advantages over checks, their 

traditional mainstay form ofpayment.3o 

It is possible to quantify some of the value to merchants of other functions provided by 

debit, but not by checks. In particular, merchants bear the overdraft or fraud risks as to checks, 

but banks take these risks as to debit. The cost to merchants to purchase a level of payment 

guarantee equal to that provided by debit for a check transaction is substantial. In many cases, 

the cost of purchasing check guarantee and verification are high enough that the merchant either 

declines to accept a check (and thus loses some potential sales) or assumes the risk of non

payment associated with check transactions. In cases where merchants purchase payment 

guarantee from third-party providers, the fees average about 0.92 basis points.31 

Taken together, this evidence shows that merchants benefit substantially when consumers 

use debit rather than checks. Although both checks and debit transfer funds from a customer's 

demand deposit account to the merchant's account, debit cards are not "electronic checks.,,32 

The two payment methods do not provide the merchant with the same benefits (which is what is 

critically relevant from the point of view of evaluating the level of interchange rates). 

D. By Choosing to Accept Debit, Merchants Demonstrate that the Value they Receive 
from Debit Exceeds the Bank Fees they Pay 

The benefits realized by a merchant when consumers use debit rather than payment 

methods such as checks do not disappear once the merchant (and its competitors) transition to 

27 Klee, p. 533. 
28 Klee, p. 533. 
29 Klee, p. 535. 
3G The growth of self- and automated checkout facilities is evidence of additional cost savings merchants achieve by 
reducing labor costs associated with checkout The use of debit rather than checks facilitates the shift to self
checkout, with at least some of these gains attributable to the shift toward debit. 
31 See, "Check Authorization - 2009," Nilson Report #953 (July 2010). 
32 According to the Merchant Payment Coalition, it is a "Facf' that "debit cards are simply electronic versions of 
checks." (See, Merchants Payment Coalition Letter to Senator Crapo, December 20, 20 I O. ("MPC Letter to Senator 
Oapo"». 
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accepting debit. Implicitly, merchants acknowledge this when they argue that they must accept 

debit or they will be at a competitive disadvantage. A merchant easily recognizes debit's 

advantages when it first introduces debit and can directly measure the associated benefits from 

reduced checkout times, increased ticket size, reduced losses from bad checks and increased 

customer satisfaction. Those gains then become part of the status-quo once the merchant and its 

competitors accept debit; as time goes by, even though debit provides all the same benefits as 

before, accepting debit becomes part of keeping up with the competition. The same is true of 

many competitive tools used by merchants, including price discounts, free parking, better 

service, or the provision of higher quality products - merchants may be unhappy about having to 

match competitive sales prices, amenities or superior quality, but the essence of competition is 

finns' efforts to gain an advantage over competitors, and competitors' responses to the 

challenge. 

The complaints from merchants about current debit rates also reflect the different 

characteristics of debit's costs and benefits. The value received by merchants does not show up 

as a separate line item on the merchant's profit and loss statement; rather, it shows up in avoided 

costs and incremental benefits, such as reduced labor costs, reduced losses on bad checks and 

increased sales. In contrast, debit fees are directly measured and presented on each profit and 

loss statement. 33 As a result, merchants are likely to misperceive the debit value proposition 

once debit acceptance becomes part of the status-quo for the merchant and its competitors, 

recognizing its costs more clearly than its benefits. 

Debit's continued adoption by a wider array of merchants demonstrates its benefits. 

Evidence summarized by Dr. Anne Layne-Farrar shows how debit's acceptance by quick-service 

restaurant ("QSR") chains grew from 2000 to 2005, as operators recognized the benefits of debit 

over cash for the typical small transactions that QSRs process, and restaurants found that the 

33 Senator Durbin explained, as noted earlier, that he introduced his amendment after the CEO ofWalgreens, a 
constituent, told him "that when they look at the expenses of this national chain of drugstores, the No. 1 expense is 
compensation of employees, personnel costs; No.2, mortgage and rent payments; No.3, health insurance; No.4, 
interchange fees. It turns out the fees Walgreens pays to credit card companies is the fourth largest item of cost for 
their business." The problem with the perspective of the Walgreen's CEO is that he focused only on his bank-fee 
expense from accepting debit and credit cards, and not the benefits. See, Transcript to Senator Richard Durbin's 
"Interchange Amendment- Senate Floor Statements," May 5, 2010, p. 9. 
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avemge transaction size with debit was greater than with cash?4 The benefits from accepting 

debit became clear to QSRs, and they voluntarily joined debit networks as a convenience to 

customers, a way of lowering their costs of processing transactions and in order to get customers 

to purchase more than they might if they were constrained by the amount of cash in their 

pockets.35 

Merchant discount fees are an explicit cost of doing business, and thus an easy focus for 

merchant complaint. But the benefits provided by debit are like other benefits that merchants 

obtain by improving their service relative to their competitors. A merchant can reduce the 

number of sales clerks to reduce its labor costs, crowd merchandise into smaller floor space to 

lower its rent, lower the lighting and heat and reduce the amount of air-conditioning to lower its 

utility bills, reduce or eliminate advertising of the services it offers and make other adjustments 

in its opemtions to lower its costs. Still, the merchant chooses not to do so because such actions 

would make it less attractive relative to its competitors. Thus, many cost-saving measures are 

unprofitable when the merchant weighs the benefits against the cost in terms of lost customers 

andlor lost customer purchases. The same is true for debit. 

At the same time, the merchant would welcome regulation that forced its competitors to 

take the same actions - reducing the number of sales clerks, crowding merchandise into less 

floor space or limiting their advertising - because then it would not be disadvantaged relative to 

the competition. For example, a law prohibiting advertising would benefit merchants; to a large 

extent, each merchant's advertising simply atimcts customers that the merchant otherwise would 

lose when its competitors advertise.36 But a prohibition on advertising, even if it were in the 

interest of competitors, would not be in the interest of consumers. Consumers are harmed by 

restrictions that prevent merchants from competing to please shoppers, even if such restrictions 

lower merchants' costs.37 

34 Layne-Farrar Report. 
35 Layne-Farrar Report. . 
36 See e.g., Benham, Lee, "The Effect of Advertising on the Price of Eyeglasses," Journal of Law and Economics, 
Vol. 15. No.2 (October 1972), pp. 337-752. 
37 FOT example, by proclaiming a national emergency in 1979 and regulating the temperature in non-residential 
buildings, President Carter eliminated the competitive disadvantage that would have been suffered by any firms that 
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In the same way, merchants would like government to regulate debit interchange rates, 

and thereby enable each merchant to obtain all the benefits from accepting debit without directly 

paying for them. The Amendment and the FRB's proposed debit interchange rules provide 

merchants with the advantage they seek, but the consequences would be harm to competition and 

to consumers. 

E. Merchants' Reaction to OpenTable Fees Demonstrates the Same Merchant Bias to 
Avoid Paying for the Value they Receive 

OpenTable - a relatively new internet provider of "real-time online restaurant 

reservations for diners and reservation and guest management solutions for restaurants" - is 

experiencing the same "lifecycle" reaction that debit cards face. 38 OpenTable, an intermediary 

that delivers customers to merchants, is an internet site that allows users to search for and make 

reservations at restaurants in cities throughout the world (and it offers a Dining Reward Program 

and an Affiliate Revenue Sharing Program for restaurants that link their own website to 

OpenTable's website).39 Established in 1998, OpenTable currently has more than twenty 

thousand restaurant customers and has seated more than 200 million diners around the world.40 

The company had its initial public offering in May 2009, and now operates throughout the 

United States, Canada, Germany, Japan, Mexico and the United Kingdom.41 

OpenTable acknowledges that, like debit cards and other intermediaries, it is a two-sided 

platform, with the ability to attract merchants dependent on the ability to attract diners.42 To 

consumers, OpenTable "provides a fast, efficient way to find available tables that meet desired 

criteria for cuisine, price and location at a specified time." For "reservation-taking restaurants, 

OpenTable helps fill seats through the company's online booking service" and can help reduce 

unilaterally elected to lower their energy costs by making customers uncomfortable. See, ''Energy Timeline from 
1971 to 1980," U.S. Department of Energy. Available at www.energy.gov/aboutltimeline1971-1980.htm. 
38 "About OpenTable." Available at www.opentable.comlinfo/aboutus.aspx. 
39 See, "Frequent Dining Has Its Rewards," OpenTable. Available at 
www.opentable.com/popups/rewardsbrief.aspx?ltms= 12604859270 18&I1zo=360 (accessed December 12, 2009). 
See also, www.opentable.comlinfolaffiliates.aspx. 
40 "About OpenTable." Available at www.opentable.com/info/aboutus.aspx. 
41 "Investor Relations" and "Investor FAQs." Available at investors.opentable.comlindex.cfin. 
42 "Our strategy is simple: We grow the OpenTable network by adding restaurants and attracting more diners. The 
more restaurant selection we offer to diners, the more diners use the system. The more diners use the system, the 
more value we offer to restaurants." See, "OpenTable Corporate Presentation." Available at 
files.shareholder.comldownloadsl ABEA-2TKK09/1 013420981 xOx393323/874d4f1 c-9789-470e-8291-
ddd314f29ecbIOpenTable%20Corporate%20Presentation%20August<>10202010%20FINAL.pdf. 
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C()sts by ~frep1a,c[ing] pen- and-paper at the hoststand"and "streamlin[ing] the reservation- and 

table-management process .•. ,,43 

Restaurants ~ 

II 
• • 

$Q1.(rce:Open.Table Corporate Presentation, p;. 6.44 
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QpenT$le, @ld tiofjustforcustome~delivered by OpeI11able who would no1otAerW:ise have 

d.iJJ;edat the restaurant. In 2D09, OpenTablecharged merchant fees of about $1.60 per seated 

diner, or 3.2'pen::ent.oftheprice ofa$SO mea1.4~ 
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,gain hicremellta:l b1.l,siness .andtolowertheircoststo process.reserv:ations, Diners do notpaY fees 

for areselVatiofl;;althoughclearlytlrey benefit fromOpenTable's CC)nvenience~ including its 

·abilityto identifY restaurants ,available at .a particular time and to 'qui~kly book a tabk('"[t]he 

>Q'.!iJnvesiOl'RelatiollS."··Available at.rnvestors.opentab!e.comlinaex.clin. 
44"''QpenTi'bl~Cbtporate; Present.atiOn." Avajlable atfiles,sharehgldec,qmn/downlQads/ ABEA-
2TKKO~/l Q134ll0?81KOili3.93323/8T4d4f1 c':91:~9-47Qe-:S291-
.dqi.B14f29ecblO':P*ri~ble%20c0!1>OJ;ateo/020Pi'eSeJ:itati6nr02aAugus:t%;2Q2010%2(lF1NAb~p(lf. 
,~lTh~:av.efttgeof$1.6()'perdinerls calculatedby.divmtn~openTable~s'2009 Revet1ues($68.6'miIliQn) by the; 
rtumberorseatedtliners (42.7 minion). See; OpenTable2009 Annual Reportatp.3:LOpet1Table'ceportedia $50 
aYerl).g'eftroketsize in an .arllcle· in MaY'201 O. See. alsQ, Scbonfeld.Erick. "OpenTablets'$15(j MilliiimMobileApp 
{And Ql E:arnings)l; TechCrunch, May 4, 2<ilO. Available attechcn.moh;coml401trJ05{04!opentables-tSO:.miUiOn-
mobi1e/~ . 
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convenience of seeing great restaurant choices in one place, with table availability organized by 

time, is palpable,,).46 Diners sometimes receive rewards for using OpenTable financed from the 

fees that restaurants pay, including earning points "redeemable for OpenTable Dining Cheques 

which can be used at any OpenTable restaurant,.47 

When OpenTable was introduced, its adoption clearly was voluntary - a restaurant would 

choose to join the program if it viewed the reduction in the cost of taking reservations and the 

additional customers delivered as worth the expense (including the initial enrollment fee and the 

ongoing monthly cost, as well as the per-diner fee). OpenTable has been tremendously 

successful, and many restaurants (estimated at one third of U.S. restaurants that accept 

reservations48) found the fee worth paying. 

However, the same phenomenon that occurred as debit's adoption became ubiquitous 

now is occurring with OpenTable - restaurants feel that they are forced to continue to purchase 

the service because they will suffer if they do not, given that their competitors offer the 

convenience to their customers. According to a headline in the New York Times, OpenTable 

provides the "Online Reservations that Restaurants Love to Hate," and the article notes that 

"[ w Jhat perhaps most rankles restaurateurs is the reservation fee: $1 per patron," a fee unchanged 

since restaurants voluntarily elected to sign up for the program.49 

In the language of debit's critics, the OpenTable system is "broken"so - merchants are 

forced to pay an average of $1.60 for each diner that books through OpenTable,51 and they prefer 

to pay less and have the diner book directly. However, the absurdity of expecting Congress to 

intervene is obvious. Although the ubiquity and popularity of OpenTable may mean that 

restaurants as a whole now would be better off if regulatory intervention prevented them from 

"competing" by signing up for the service, competition and consumers would be harmed. The 

reason why individual restaurants co~tinue to pay $1.60 for OpenTable customers is the essence 

46 Stross, Randall, ''The Online Reservations that Restaurants Love to Hate," New York Times, December 12, 2010. 
47 "Frequent Dining Has Its Rewards!" Available at www.Opentable.comlinfo/diningrewards.aspx. 
48 Stross, Randall, ''The Online Reservations that Restaurants Love to Hate," New York Times, December 12, 2010. 
49 Stross, Randall, "The Online Reservations that Restaurants Love to Hate," New York Times, December 12, 2010. 
so MPe Letter to Senator Crapo. 
51 As described above, this calculation is based on OpenTable's total revenues and therefore includes the setup, 
monthly and per-diner fees outlined elsewhere. 
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of competition, even though OpenTable's "authorization, clearance and settlement" ("ACS") 

costs (the costs that the FRB concluded determine the proposed regulated interchange rate) likely 

are substantially lower and OpenTable does not have market power in any meaningful sense. 

The history of Open Table illustrates the economic flaws in the logic of the Durbin 

Amendment and the danger of the FRB's proposal for dramatically reducing debit interchange 

rates and shifting the banks' costs of operating the debit programs to cardholders and other bank 

customers. First, there is no evidence that the competitive outcome in a debit network is to 

impose fees on consumers rather than merchants. OpenTable decided to impose the cost of 

operating the platform on merchants rather than consumers, just as debit networks did. Given 

that this model- where the merchants that benefit from the payment andlor transactions method 

incur the costs to finance the program - is selected in a competitive marketplace, there is no logic 

to merchants' claims that the debit system is ''broken'' because the debit network imposes a fee 

on the merchants that benefit. That is- how these networks work. 

Second, there is no relationship in a competitive two-sided market between the fee 

charged to a merchant and the marginal per-transaction cost of processing a transaction. From its 

inception, OpenTable's pricing involved a one-time $600-700 setup fee, a monthly fee of$199 

plus add-ons (currently averaging $270 per month), and a per-diner fee of $1.52 Thus, the FRB' s 

proposal to force down the debit interchange fee to a level that covers only a small fraction of 

issuers' true incremental cost is inconsistent with how competitive markets operate. It creates, 

rather than repairs, a market distortion and failure. 

Third, merchants are not adept at recognizing the value they receive from a service once 

they are accustomed to the benefits. Restaurants were quick to sign up for OpenTable, which 

after only 12 years now services about one third of U.S. restaurants that take reservations.53 

Each restaurant recognized the benefit of joining the program - the convenience and incremental 

52 Although OpenTable's original fees were slightly different, its fee structure has remained largely the same (an 
article from 1999 lists charges of be tween $500 and $1000 for setup plus a $100 to $200 per month fee as well as the 
$1 per TCseIVation fee). See, ''OpenTable Corporate Presentation," p. 12. Available at 
files.shareholder.comldownloadsl ABEA-2TKK09/1 0 13420981 xOx393323/874d4 fl c-9789470e-8291-
ddd314f29ecbIOpenTable%20CoIporate%20Presentation%20August''10202010%20FlNAL.pdf and Copage, Eric V., 
"Tables Are Waiting On the Internet" The New York Times, November 24, 1999. 
S3 Stross, Randall, "The Online Reservations that Restaurants Love to Hate, " New York Times, December 12, 2010. 
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sales, and the improvement in its competitive position. Once accustomed to those benefits, some 

restaurants began to question whether they receive sufficient value, and wished that they were 

not "forced" to continue to participate. However, it was not OpenTable that «forced" them to 

participate; it was competition - the same motivation that "forces" restaurants to charge lower 

prices than they otherwise would want and to provide other costly services to their customers. 

A recent article quoted the view that restaurants "retained [OpenTable] because they 

feared that customers woUld revolt and stop coming to their establishments" if they dropped it,54 

presumably the same reason that those restaurants offer clean table cloths, well-trained servers, 

high quality food, etc. This illustrates the pressure that competition places on merchants -

forcing them to incur marketing and other costs to remain competitive. It is misguided to 

interpret these kinds of complaints (stich as the representation by Senator Durbin that it is in the 

interest of economic efficiency to use regulation to lower the interchange fees that Walgreens' 

pays) as evidence that there is a need for intervention in the operation of a tremendously 

successful service. 

F. Merchants Voluntarily Pay to Participate in Customer Acquisition Networks 
Because They Receive Value in Return, Just as They do from Accepting Debit 

"Group buying" programs - such as Groupon, LivingSocial, Dealster, and Y ouSwoop -

are examples of competitive two-sided markets where merchants pay fees to participate in a 

network that delivers customers (who pay no explicit fee).ss These sites typically charge 

merchants a per-transaction fee calculated as a portion (10-50 percent) of the coupon value. The 

sites generally operate by working with the merchant to develop a significantly discounted 

offering (say, $20 worth of goods for $10), which the site offers to its network of customers. 

S4 '1s OpenTable Bad for Restaurants," Inc. November 18, 2010. 
ss The competitive nature of the daily deal services is readily apparent The technology is simple and the startup 
costs are low. In March 2010, Groupon's CEO estimated that there are between 100 and 150 "Groupon clones" 
around the world. (See, Coburn, Lawrence, "Groupon CEO Andrew Mason Talks Growth, Clones, and why 
Groupon isn't a Coupon Site," The Next Web, March 24, 2010. Available at 
thenextweb.com!locationl2010/03/24/groupon-ceo-andrew-mason-talks-growth-clones-groupon-coupon-sitel). If 
competition favored a different way of financing such services, such as by imposing fees on consumers and none on 
merchants, then another business model would have succeeded. The efficiency of the pricing model adopted by 
Groupon (charging fees to merchants and none to consumers) is confinned both by Groupon's own success as well 
as by the fact that the same fee structure has been adopted by the large number of firms that have challenged 
Groupon. See e.g., Overly, Steven, "LivingSociaJ deals draw mixed merchant reactions," The Washington Post, 
December 6, 2010. 
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When a customer purchases the offer or "coupon," the site retains a portion of the price paid by 

the customer (say, 50 percent), and delivers the remainder (say, 50 percent) to the merchant. 

One of the best-known and m?st successful group-buying sites is Groupon, which 

initially was established in Chicago and Boston in 2008 and by March 2010 had expanded to 50 

cities and three million subscribers. Today, Groupon covers more than 300 markets in 35 

countries, and has over 27 million subscnoers.56 Groupon's highly successful business model

adopted when it was established and still used today - is to impose all fees on merchants, and 

none on consumers. In this way, Groupon balances demand from the two sides of the platform 

in a way that expands the size and value of the network. 

Groupon retains approximately 30-50 percent of the revenue from the "Groupons" it 

sells, remitting the rest to merchant partners. 57 Combined with the fact that Groupons typically 

sell at a discount from the retail price, this means that the net amount earned by the merchant can 

be substantially less than the full retail price. 

Many merchants have chosen to join Groupon and other "group-buying" programs, 

despite what might seem to be a substantial cost for the service. 58 Groupon not only imposes no 

fees on consumers, but it even provides "referral rewards" if a customer refers someone to 

Groupon who makes a purchase within 72 hours of when he or she clicks on the referral link (a 

type of incentive to expand the consumer side of the platform similar to payment card rewards).59 

56 www.groupon.comlabout; Cobmn. Lawrence, "Groupon CEO Andrew Mason Talks Growth, Clones, and why 
Groupon isn't a Coupon Site," The Next Web, March 24, 2010. Available at 
thenextweb.comllocationl201 0/03/24/groupon-ceo-andrew-mason-talks-growth-clones-groupon-coupon-sitel; 
www.grouponworks.coml. 
57 See, "Game on with Groupon" December 3, 2009, available: smokejumperstrategy.comlarchivelgame-on-with
grouponl; Coburn, Lawrence, "Groupon CEO Andrew Mason Talks Growth, Clones, and why Groupon isn't a 
Coupon Site:' The Next Web, March 24, 2010. Available at thenextweb.comllocationl2010/03f24/groupon-ceo
andrew-mason-talks-growth-clones-groupon-coupon-sitel. 
58 Merchants receive many benefits from participating in Groupon, including targeted email advertising sent to the 
Groupon subscriber base that provides valuable exposure to the local customer base even ifno customers purchase 
the deal. Once consumers purchase the deal, merchants also gain from any incremental spend over the face value of 
the Groupon and from repeat business generated by the new customers. Groupon also claims that it provides a type 
of city guide to the consumers. See, Coburn, Lawrence, "Groupon CEO Andrew Mason Talks Growth, Oones, and 
why Groupon isn't.a Coupon Site," The Next Web, March 24,2010. Available at 
thenextweb.comllocationl201 0/03/24/groupon-ceo-andrew-mason-talks-growth-c1ones-groupon-coupon-sitel. 
59 Other sites, such as LivingSocial.com provide similar consumer side expansion incentives. A consumer who 
refers three purchasers of the deal receives his deal for free. See, livingsocial.comldeals/how_it_works; and 
www.groupon.comlfaq. 
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Groupon's fee structure (charging merchants but not consumers), which is the same as observed 

for debit networks, reflects the value that merchants obtain from freely joining the system 

(Groupon claims to have over 100 merchants in a queue waiting to become the daily deaI6~. 

Thus, the competitive industry of group buying programs has adopted the same pricing model as 

we observe for debit card networks. The incentive to support the network through fees on 

merchants, not consumers, is not evidence of market failure or absence of competition, but rather 

the competitive outcome in many twu-sided markets. 

m. PRICE CONTROLS, LIKE THOSE PROPOSED BY THE FRB, ARE AN 
INEFFICIENT AND HARMFUL WAY TO CONTROL DEBIT INTERCHANGE 
RATES, EVEN IF (CONTRARY TO THE EVIDENCE) THE DEBIT 
INTERCHANGE SYSTEM WAS FLAWED 

A. The Economic Framework 

Contrary to critics' claims that debit cards are just electronic checks,61 debit cards 

represent a payment method innovation with substantial advantages to merchants and consumers 

over alternatives such as checks and cash. The rapid worldwide growth in debit demonstrates 

debit's advantages relative to paper-based payment methods. According to one study, "[t]he 

increase in debit card transactions [in .13 countries studied] suggests that the net benefits of using 

debit cards have increased vis-a.-vis other payment instruments for consumers and 

merchants ... ,,62 

In an unregulated market, when a new product presents advantages over the current 

method, those advantages ensure growth and the displacement ofless efficient alternatives. This 

occurs when finns have incentives to .supply those efficient products to the market and 

consumers face incentives to shift their purchases to those new products. The efficiency gain 

from a new product provides the incentive to do so; to the extent that the new product costs less 

60 Coburn, Lawrence, "Groupon CEO Andrew Mason Talks Growth, Clones, and why Groupon isn't a Coupon 
Site," The Next Web, March 24,2010. Available at thenextweb.coml]ocation/2010/03/24/groupon-ceo-andrew
mason-talks-growth-clones-groupon-coupon--sitel. 
61 For example, the Merchants Payments Coalition C"MPC") claims that "[ d]ebit cards are simply electronic versions 
of checks and were introduced to save the banks money on processing paper check transactions." See, MPC Letter 
to Senator Crapo. 
62 The authors found that, between 1988 and 2003, "debit card usage grew rapidly" and "check usage continues to 
decrease in most countries and has disappeared in many countries" studied. See, Amromin and Chakravorti, pp. 4-5. 
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to produce than the old one, suppliers have an incentive to shift to producing the new product; to 

the extent that the new product is more valuable to customers, customers have an incentive to 

buy it instead of the older products. Prices provide the mechanism by which both sides are 

induced to switch to the superior technology. By equating market supply and demand, 

competitive pricing tends to maximize market output and efficiency by splitting the gains 

between the parties efficiently. 63 

This mechanism is impaired when prices are controlled by regulators, rather than the 

market The FRB views its mandate under the Durbin Amendment to be to impose price 

controls on debit interchange fees, and it has set for public comment rate levels that would 

reduce interchange revenues for issuers by about 80 percent.64 Economic analysis of price 

controls has been done mostly in the context of "one-sided" markets, but the same basic 

principles extend to understanding the impact of price controls in two-sided markets such as 

debit systems. The economic evidence is clear - price controls create inefficiencies that harm 

consumers. 

When prices are controlled, the price signals needed to achieve efficiency are absent. If 

the benefits on the consumer side are reduced, consumers have less incentive to switch to new 

and better products, which limits growth of the more efficientaltemative. Similarly, if surplus 

on the producer side is reduced, suppliers have less incentive to switch, which also limits growth 

of the more efficient alternative. Output is limited by the minimum of supply and demand (i.e., 

consumers cannot purchase more thaI!- suppliers supply and suppliers cannot sell more than 

consumers demand). This same logic extends to two-sided markets, where the roles of suppliers 

and demanders are played by the two sides of the market (in this case merchants on one side and 

issuers/cardholders on the other). 

63 Prices above the competitive level would give consumers enhanced incentives to switch, but would reduce the 
amount suppliers would be willing to supply and thus would reduce overall output. Similarly, prices below the 
competitive level would enhance the incentives of suppliers to switch, but would limit output by reducing the 
incentives of buyers to do so. 
64 The FRB Proposal states that rates shall be no more than seven cents per transaction or a cost-based rate up to 
twelve cents. TCF's average debit interchange rate was 47 cents per transaction; therefore, the midpoint of the 
seven and twelve cent caps (9.5 cents) would imply an 80 percent reduction in TCF's interchange rate (= (47-
9.5)/47). See, FRB Proposal, p. 81755 and Exhibit A to the Declaration of Anne Layne-Farrar in the matter ofTCF 
National Bank v. Bemake et. aI., ~4. 
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The United States has considerable experience with the hannful effects of price controls 

that limit price below the level that covers the relevant measure of economic cost. Examples 

include retail and wholesale price controls on gasoline,65 rent controls66 and limits on payments 

to providers under Medicaid.67 Economic literature shows that the adverse impact of below-cost 

price caps manifests in two ways: lower output and reduced quality of products and services. 

The demand for price controls typically originates with buyers, who focus on how they 

will benefit from forced reductions in "price," as if this can be accomplished without affecting 

supply. Not surprisingly, buyers prefer to pay less for a given volume and quality of purchases. 

However, in both perfectly competitive and imperfectly competitive markets, price and supply 

cannot be separated in this way. A forced reduction in price increases demand, while it lowers 

incentives for suppliers to satisfy demand. 

For this reason, price controls can harm even the parties they were intended to help. The 

impact on buyers may be uneven, as they historically are with rent controls. Those lucky enough 

to have a rent-controlled apartment may benefit in the short term, while those who are trying to 

rent an apartment and are willing to pay the ''markef' price find no supply available. The market 

may "clear" at the controlled price, but a lower quality product or service generally develops, so 

that suppliers can satisfy demand for the lower-cost, lower-quality product that they can supply 

profitably at that price. 

65 See e.g., Hans H. Helbling and James E. Turley, "Oil Price Controls: A Counterproductive Effort," Federal 
Reserve Bank of St Louis (1975), p. 3 ("domestic producers are discouraged from producing 0 oil, insofar as the 
implicit rate of return of keeping oil in the ground exceeds that of investing the proceeds from the current sale of oil 
at $5.25 per barrel [the maximum price]"). 
66 See e.g., Edward L. Glaeser and Erzo F. P . .Luttmer, "The Misallocation of Housing under Rent Control," 93 The 
American Economic Review (2003), pp. 1027-1046 ("in many cases products under price controls will be allocated 
somewhat (or completely) randomly to everyone who wants them. Furthermore, binding price controls attract new 
renters who would not be interested in renting at market prices. As such, rent control means that some renters, who 
would greatly value an apartment, are shut out while others, who never would have rented an apartment under free
market rates, obtain rental apartments"). 
67 See e.g., David C. Grabowski, "A Longitudinal Study of Medicaid Payment, Private-Pay Price and Nursing Home 
Quality," 4 International Journal of Health Care Finance and Economics (2004), pp. 5-26, p. 23 ("the estimated 
Medicaid payment-quality elasticities were fairly sizeable for the health care sector and indicate that the Medicaid 
rate may indeed be an important policy instrument towards addressing the quality of nursing home care"); Mark 
Duggan and Fiona M. Scott Morton, "The Distortionary Effects of Government Procurement: Evidence from 
Medicaid Prescription Drug Purchasing, " 121 The Quarterly Journal of Economics (2006), pp. 1-30, p. 4 ("our 
results strongly suggest that Medicaid coverage of prescription drugs has increased the price paid by other health 
care consumers for these same treatments''). 
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The same economic principles apply, but with additional complexity, in the case of two

sided markets such as debit. In two-sided markets, producers set two "prices," one for each side 

of the market, although the relevant price when analyzing competitive effects is the combined or 

"total price" of a transaction. In such markets, a regulated "price" to one side of the market 

(here, the interchange fee charged to acquirers, which thereby affects the merchant discount fee 

charged by acquirers to merchants) has an impact on pricing to the other side of the market (the 

cost to cardholders to obtain and use a debit card). Iflowering the "price" to acquirers results in 

higher prices to cardholders for using debit, then debit becomes less attractive and will be used 

less by consumers.68 

Consumers of course are hanned directly by the higher "prices" they face, but merchants 

and overall efficiency can be hanned ;is well if consumers shift to other payment mechanisms 

that are less efficient from the point of view of the merchant or less efficient generally. Because 

debit provides benefits to merchants compared with alternative payment methods, reduced usage 

of debit will hann merchants and overall economic efficiency. 

The growing provision of rewards, which have been common for credit cards for many 

years, to debit cardholders suggests how interchange rate regulation that limits interchange to a 

level that compensates issuers for only a portion of the cost of processing an additional 

transaction would result in less attractive debit products offered to cardholders. The revenue 

earned through interchange provides issuers with the incentive to induce consumers to use debit 

rather than alternative payment mechanisms such as checks. Debit rewards provide a mechanism 

for issuers to do so in addition to the incentives provided by reduced cardholder fees. Limiting 

the interchange fee will mean that issuers' costs to provide benefits to cardholders and merchants 

will be financed in other ways, in particular, through increased prices charged to cardholders for 

use of debit cards (by imposing explicit fees andlor reducing rewards and other benefits and by 

reducing service quality).69 Although increasing the direct costs to cardholders for using debit 

68 When I discuss the potential for regulation to reduce debit use if the Board fails to consider how interchange rates 
motivate cardholder adoption and use of debit, I am not claiming that debit use will necessarily decline absolutely, 
but rather that growth in debit use will slow relative to growth if interchange rates were unregulated or a higher 
proportionality factor were selected. 
69 Some issuers will be more successful than others in raising other fees to compensate for lost revenue. In 
particular, banks that complete largely with small local banks that qualify for the $10 billion exemption may be 
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trtightnot selm} to be harmful from the perspective oian individua11l1erchant, slowing or 

reversing tbemovement by consumers. toward use of debit could harm mercbants by causilig 

consumers to shift to payment methods that are more costly for merchants. 

B. Cat'dholders Respond to Debit Fe.es and Rewards 

11Iequantitativeimpact of price controls depends on the elasticity of response on the 

constrained side ofthe market (the elasticity of supply in the case of a price ceiling). In order to 

understand the likely impact of the FRE's Proposal; it is necessary to. evaluate the response,of 

issuers and cardholders to. the lower revenues received (issuerS) and higher fees paid 

(catdholde~). 

Given the benefits of debit compared withe becks, iUs helpful to understand how debit 

has been ,"priceu'" to consumers:. Debitcards arelinkedto acar:dholder' sDemand Deposit 

AccoUnt (~'DDN'). In genetal;debit cards are provided to cardholders without an incremental 

annulll fee orallY explicit Co$t oIuse" ~venthou.m issuers incur C9s,t& to attractand setvi~ uSerS 

ofdebitca:!:'as. Un;der the FRS's Propo$ld, interchange rates Would be linri,ed to,~ level that qQ¢S 

'notcompe:Qs~te'is~q.ets for aIiyoftheir activitiesiotecruitcatdbolders·and encourage debit use 

(theleveioffees d()es not even cover the narrow costs associated with an individual 

trn:nsaotion}?Q 

ConseqUeIltly,.is$uers either will redu,ce those efforts, andtberebycaus.e.a :reductioh in 

qehit.ustt:,;or in~tease feeSto'90ilsutttets. to the extent possible. in order to financetbose efforts, 

,and thereby also reduce the usage of debit by reducing its attractiveness to consumers. As a 

tU'~tofeeonomic,theory~ this impact will be larger (a) the greater the elasticity of cardholder 

constrained frpm raisingotherfees'to consumers. This constraint doj;lS notcbangeythe fact that the Amendment and 
reductionin;debitinter~ange will generate supstantial harm and reduce the use of debit to the demnient of 
c,onsumers>an;daverall efficiency. 
1oTlie:ER:13S~tiot¢q,«We:Rls:o looked at whether weshouldhil've a trtoteex:pa.nsive definition:of il;Uowablecosts 
tJill:f.wou1a;gobeyondauthotiiatiort,C1earingand,settlemen~,artdJo0k atothercosts, thatate,specifi:c:.to a transaction. 
1'hbseare;coststhat the'aetiuilentonon(Sic}whetherwecan take into consideration ornt>t; $0 thin~s like the 
Costs assJDcia1;edwith~wari:ls,prQgfll.ms odf issuing banks - you !mow, theoosts'~hatthc.y incur 'to handle: ca.rd. 
hoJd.er inqtJiri~!lil.bol.itp~culartiin~cti01)s.But~!¢n, tliose are: costs that ifthe.y wete to b~vebeeti :incurred tn. the 
Cbeck:¢9n1;ext~thebartl< wo.tiJ.dnot be able tQ gCi\treiiributsefuent of th~s~ CQsts frqmtlwpa.yee's~solre.C3:U$e of 
tlWitw~ did n6:tpuqh~minto·thebucket()t 00$1:5 thatwotild beco:rtsideredin de:tetminingwhattl'iemaxhnuni. 
interclumge feeinitiaily would be allowedtofiave:. 'So thafneaily'lrowwe took that comparison With check lnto 
consideratlon;'l See, TransenptorFed Govemors,Stai'fColloquy,p.12. 
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demand for debit and (b) the greater the pass-through of interchange to cardholders through 

rewards and other benefits. 

Empirical literature on the responsiveness of consumers' use of debit to the cost of use of 

such cards is limited, but one study found: 

... a substantial price response for debit card use. Consumers respond strongly to fees 
charged for so-called PIN (personal identification number) debit transactions by using a 
signature rather than a PIN to secure transactions; however, the fee also reduces the 
likelihood that the consumer uses a debit card at all. On average, a 1.8% fee on a debit 
card transaction (nearly all of which are charged only on PIN transactions) is associated 
with a 12% decline in the likelihood of use. We believe this to be a conservative estimate 
of the response to payment price at the point ofsale.71 

Another study, using the same dataset, found that, in a hypothetical situation where a 

merchant decides not to accept debit, consumers select paper-based payment methods instead. 

The authors conclude that: 

... dropping debit or checks shows little gain or a slight loss. These merchant incentives 
do not appear socially optimal, since dropping credit or debit card payments causes 
market share to shift away from electronic payments and toward paper-based payments, 
which may be more costly to society.72 . . 

Analysis has found that consumer choice between debit and alternative payment 

mechanisms of checks and credit cards is affected by the "price" (benefits) to consumers of the 

alternatives. A recent study found iliat the probability of using debit likely would decline if debit 

rewards were eliminated. The study evaluated the impact for two different sets of such 

consumers: "consumers who receive rewards on debit cards only [and] consumers who receive 

rewards on both credit and debit cards.,,73 It found that "[a]t all types of stores except fast food, 

both groups of consumers would redupe their probability of choosing debit cards if rewards on 

debit cards were removed ... [with reductions ranging from] 2.1 to 6 percentage points for 

consumers with DC [debit card] rewards only, and from 3.4 to 7.5 percentage points for 

71 Borzekowski et aI., p. 151. . 
72 Ron Borzekowski and Elizabeth K. Kiser, 'The choice at the checkout: Quantifying demand across payment 
instruments," International Journal of Industrial Organization 26 (2008) 889-902, p. 891 . 
73 Andrew T. Ching and Fumiko Hayashi, "Payment card rewards programs and consumer payment choice," 34 
Journal of Banking & Finance 34 (2010),1773-1787 ("Ching and Hayashi''), p. 1783. 
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consumers with CC&DC [credit card and debit card] rewards" (or by about 10 percent on 

average, given the initial probability of using debit).74 

C. The Level of Interchange Provides Incentives for Consumers and Merchants to Use 
Debit 

The value of the payment guarantee from banks to merchants when debit cards are used 

provides a good example of the general importance of the functional differences between 

payment by debit and check. Assume (counterfactually) that this payment guarantee is the only 

difference between debit and checks. For most transactions, the payment guarantee is included 

as part ofthe debit transaction, while merchants must pay separately for that service for checks. 

Ifit costs issuers less to provide a payment guarantee as part of the debit transaction than it costs 

merchants to purchase a payment guarantee themselves, then all else equal (as I have assumed 

here) there will be an efficiency gain from shifting from checks to debit. 

However, the transaction will shift to debit only if the issuer and cardholder jointly find it 

cheaper for themselves, ignoring the benefits to the merchant. If the merchant expects to save 50 

basis points ("bps") on the transaction from the shift to debit (due to the provision of payment 

guarantee) but the net cost to the issuer (who absorbs some of the cost of the payment guarantee) 

and cardholder is 30 bps, then the transaction will be done by check even though there is a net 20 

bps gain from shifting to debit. If the interchange fee is set so that the price of debit reflects the 

50 bps value to the merchant, then the transaction will shift to debit if the costs to the issuer and 

consumer are less than 50 bps or, equivalently, when overall costs are reduced by shifting the 

transaction to debit 

This example illustrates why forcing debit users to pay for the benefits debit provides to 

merchants (as the FRB's proposed rules would do) would reduce efficiency and harm consumers 

and could harm merchants in the end. When consumers bear the cost but merchants receive the 

benefits, consumers will shift their payment choices to alternative payment methods such as 

cash, checks and credit. This hurts consumers directly, because they must pay more to use debit 

or switch to less desirable alternatives. Merchants will be harmed as well to the extent that 

74 Ching and Hayashi, p. 1784. 
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consumers switch to payment methods that are more costly for merchants, such as checks or 

credit cards. 

In contrast, when the fees cha~ged to merchants more correctly reflect the value that they 

receive, the value to the merchant is reflected (through interchange) in the price paid by 

consumers and consumer payment choice will correctly reflect that value. 

IV. EVEN IF DEBIT INTERCHANGE RATES HAD BEEN INCREASING, THERE 
IS NO NEED FOR THE "KIND OF REGULATORY INTERVENTION IN 
WHICH A REGULATOR HAS TO INTERVENE IN A MARKET [TO] BETTER 
ALIGN PRICING WITH COSTS.,,75 

In the discussion leading up to its unanimous vote to issue the Proposal for public 

comment, one of the FRB's Governors commented that "I think what we've heard in other 

comments around the table is this kind of regulatory intervention in which a regulator has to 

intervene in a market with [ sic] better align pricing with costs, is unusual. In my mind the 

directive for this kind of intervention results from a market that is working less than 

competitively. ,,76 However, there is no evidence that the "market" for debit cards is not 

competitive. 

A proper understanding of the economics of interchange fee determination in a 

competitive market shows that we observe exactly what is expected from competition - that the 

network sets interchange rates to balance the two sides of the platform. Competition also implies 

that reductions in network costs will lower the overall price of debit (to cardholders and 

merchants combined) but can lead to higher, rather than lower, interchange rates. However, even 

when interchange rates increase, the corresponding reduction in the costs to cardholders expands 

the use of debit by more than if interchange rates were forced down or prevented from rising. 

The increase in the interchange rate is the mechanism by which a competitive market induces 

consumers and merchants to expand the use of debit, enabling the market to take maximum 

advantage of the reduction in cost. 

7S Transcript of Fed Governors-Staff Colloquy, p. 14. 
76 See, Governor Raskin's comments (Transcript of Fed Governors-Staff Colloquy, p. 14). 
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A. Balancing in a Two-Sided Market 

In a two-sided market, such as debit cards, competition determines the full price of 

providing network services - the total price charged to participants on both sides of the platfonn 

(merchants and cardholders). Competition between payment card networks, and between 

payment cards and other payment methods, encourages efficiency, which can drive down the 

total costs to operate the network. But the network's choice whether to charge those costs to 

merchants or cardholders depends on 'how alternative ways of dividing the cost of financing the 

system between the two sides ofthe market affect total demand for the network. As the U.S. 

Government Accountability Office ("GAO") noted in its recent report on credit cards: 

... card networks use interchange fees as a way to balance demand from both consumers 
(who want to use cards to pay for goods) and merchants (who accept cards as payment 
for goods). As with newspapers, the costs to both sides of the card market are not borne 
equally. To attract a sufficient number of consumers to use their cards, card networks 
compete to attract financial institutions to issue them, and institutions in tum compete to 
find additional cardholders. Just as readers have a variety of sources from which they can 
receive their news, consumers also have a number of different methods (such as cash, 
check, or credit card) by which they can pay for a good or service. Because of the 
choices consumers have available, card networks and issuers want to minimize the costs 
for consumers to carry their cards to encourage greater acceptance and use. In contrast, 
merchants have less choice about card costs, particularly once a large number of 
consumers are using a particular network's cards. Whereas a consumer may not pay any 
fee or charge for using a card, card networks charge merchants for accepting cards 
through interchange and other network fees. Consumers' payment choices, such as using 
rewards cards with higher interchange fees, also affect merchants' costs for card 
acceptance. As a result, some academic researchers have argued that card networks can 
keep attracting cardholders by offering them increasingly attractive terms while 
increasing costs to merchants, whose ability to refuse to accept cards is more limited.77 

The network's ability to expand use of a payment system by charging more to the side of the 

platfonn that has the least elastic demand (i.e., the side that can pay for financing the service 

with the least impact on network output) is a sign of efficiency, and does not reflect lack of 

competition. 

77 "Credit Cards - Rising Interchange Fees Have Increased Costs for Merchants, but Options for Reducing Fees 
Pose Challenges," United States Government Accountability Office Report to Congressional Addressees, November 
2009,p.19. 
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The balancing by payment card networks in setting interchange fees was explained 

recently in a submission by a delegation of the United States to the OECD Competition 

Committee (found on the Federal Trade Commission website). The report noted that: 

A feature of many two-sided markets is a highly skewed pricing structure. That is, one 
group of customers pays a high price to use the platform, while the other group pays a 
very low or even negative price .. .In credit card systems, the transactional services (those 
services associated with the physical process of making a payment, as distinct from the 
supply of credit) are sometimes provided to cardholders for free. For credit cards that 
carry reward programs, the cost of the transactional services is subsidized by the rewards 
so that the effective price to a cardholder for using the card is negative. Merchants, on 
the other side of the market, however, often pay substantial fees for credit card 
transactions. 78 

The Submission explained that, "[i]n a two-sided market ... a highly skewed pricing structure may 

be efficient. .. A basic feature of payment networks is that it may be efficient for price to be 

below marginal cost on one side of the market ... and above marginal cost on the other side of the 

market.,,79 

The services provided by payment cards to merchants and cardholders have the key 

characteristic of joint products - one cannot be provided without the other. The cardholder and 

merchant services provided by payment cards are created and consumed in strict proportion, 

because there is a single transaction with two participants - a cardholder that uses the network to 

remit payment and a merchant that uses it to receive payment. 80 The price of the product, in this 

case a transaction, is the total amount paid by both the merchant and cardholder for a transaction 

to take place.st 

The competitive process does not require that fees collected from one side of the platform 

must equal or exceed the costs "incurred" on that side, but only that the sum of the fees collected 

78 Delegation of the United States to the Competition Committee, "Roundtable on Two-Sided Markets," 
Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development. DAF/COMPIWD (2009)68, June 4, 2009 ("Roundtable 
on Two-Sided Markets"), 11 5. 
79 Roundtable on Two-Sided Markets, mr 6, 8. 
&0 The classic example of a two-sided market characterized by fixed proportions is a dating service. Each match 
involves a pair consisting of one man and one woman, even though there may be different numbers of women and 
men participating in the services Gust as there may be different numbers of cardholders and merchants in a payment 
system). 
81 Roundtable on Two-Sided Markets. ,r1 5-8. 
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from customers on both sides of the platform is greater than or equal to the sum of costs 

incurred.82 A profit-maximizing network sets a combination of merchant and cardholder fees 

that maximizes network profits, taking into account the effect of fees on each side's willingness 

to participate in and utilize the platform as well as the effect of each side's participation and use 

on the willingness of the other side to participate and use the platform. 

The pricing incentives facing payment card systems are not unique, but apply to any two

sided platform. 83 Adobe, a seller of proprietary software that both writes (Adobe Acrobat) and 

reads (Adobe Reader) documents that can be displayed on a computer screen, is one well-known 

example. The Adobe platform is two-sided - the number of users who wish to write documents 

with Adobe Acrobat depends on the number of users who can read documents with Adobe 

Reader, and the demand for Adobe Reader depends on how many documents are written with 

Adobe Acrobat. Fees collected from users on both "sides" of the Adobe platform must cover the 

cost of producing and distributing the two software components, but the fee charged to users of 

Adobe Reader need bear no relation to the costs of producing and distributing that component. 

In fact, Adobe's successful pricing strategy is to distribute Reader free, while charging a 

fee for Acrobat. Ifusers of Reader are more price sensitive than users of Acrobat, then balancing 

fees away from Reader and toward Acrobat raises the value of the platform by increasing the 

distribution and use of the Adobe technology. Adobe chooses not to obtain revenue from sales 

of Reader, so it must have concluded that a positive fee for Reader would lower Acrobat sales. 

In the case of Adobe, the total cost of producing and maintaining both products (Adobe Acrobat 

and Adobe Reader) is paid for by the buyers of Acrobat who benefit from the ability to distribute 

content to users of Acrobat Reader. 

Newspapers are another two-sided platform, generating revenues from two sets of 

customers - advertisers and readers. Newspapers produce content and print advertising that is 

82 To the extent that transactions are also joint products (i.e., that cardholders choose cards expecting to make 
multiple transactions), the fees collected do not need to balance costs on a transaction level either. 
8J For a network with fixed proportions, per-unit fees on both sides of the market, and costs and revenues that are 
related only to network volume and the sum of the fees, the network will seek the combination of fees that 
maximizes network volume and thus generates the greatest profit given any tota11evel offees. When fees charged 
and costs incurred are not simply proportional to output, a network win not necessarily maximize volume since fees 
collected and costs might vary with other variables, such as the number of merchants or the number of cardholders. 
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attractive to readers, while advertisers value the platform based on the number of readers. Even 

though newspapers are highly competitive, advertising fees are not set simply to cover the 

incremental cost of printing ads, and readers typically do not pay the full incremental cost of 

creating and distributing the newspaper.84 Instead, advertising fees cover much of the cost of 

both content and distribution, while readers get the newspaper at little or no cost. If readers are 

sensitive to the price they pay for the newspaper, while advertisers are less sensitive to the price 

they pay for newspaper advertising, it is efficient to ''balance'' pricing by making advertisers pay 

for both the cost of printing their ads as well as for the service the newspaper provides in 

recruiting and delivering readers who will see the ads and buy their products and services. If, 

instead, advertiser fees covered only the cost of printing advertisements, and the price of 

newspapers was increased to cover the full incremental cost of distribution, there would be fewer 

readers, and advertisers and readers cpllectively would be worse off. 

More recent examples of two-sided platforms are OpenTable and Groupon. As described 

above, OpenTable, an online restaurant reservation system, attracts restaurants based on its 

ability to attract diners. Restaurants that join OpenTable pay a setup and monthly fee, as well as 

a per-diner fee averaging about $1.60 per seated diner in 2009, or 3.2 percent of the price ofa 

$50 meaL 85 Diners are not charged. OpenTable balances the need to attract both merchants and 

diners by imposing the cost of operating the platform on merchants, whose demand is relatively 

inelastic, rather than consumers. "Group buying" programs like Groupon are another example of 

competitive two-sided markets where merchants pay fees to participate in a network that delivers 

customers (who pay no explicit fee). 

paper: 

I previously explained the economics of pricing in two-sided markets in a co-authored 

In general, finns selling goods or services in two-sided markets to two different groups of 
consumers will tend to charge a lower price relative to marginal cost to the group that is 
more price sensitive (i.e., has a higher elasticity of demand) and generates greater 
marginal network effects (i.e., where increased quantity has a larger effect on the value of 
goods or services supplied on .the other side of the market). If a supplier wishes to 

84 The same is true of over-the-air broadcast television, where consumers pay nothing and the cost of running the 
network and acquiring or purchasing content is covered by advertising fees. 
as See, footnote 44, above. 
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increase price, it will be more profitable to do so on the side of the market where the 
demand response and network effects are likely to be 10wer.86 

B. It is Not "Perverse" for Interchange Rates to Increase when the Cost of Operating 
the Network Declines 

An increase in debit interchange rates over time is not a "perverse" effect of competition 

to attract issuers and cardholders. It is neither unusual nor "perverse" for the "price" charged to 

one side of the platform (e.g., merchants) to increase, even though the full price of operating the 

network declines. This can occur particularly when creating value on one side of the market 

(e.g., cardholders) generates value for the other side (e.g., merchants). 

lfthe cost of providing debit declines and the full reduction in cost is transferred to 

cardholders through lower fees and/or greater incentives to use debit (such as by offering 

rewards), debit becomes a more attractive method of payment for consumers. This in tum 

increases merchants' incentive to accept debit and results in greater benefits to merchants as 

customers substitute debit for more costly payment methods such as checks. Cardholders receive 

the full amount of the reduction in the cost of operating the debit network through increased 

incentives for them to use debit. However, merchants also receive additional value, since 

consumers' increased desire to use debit makes the sales gain from debit acceptance greater than 

it was previously. 

86 Benjamin Klein, Andres V. Lerner, Kevin M. Murphy and Lacey L. Plache, "Competition in Two-Sided Markets: 
The Antitrust Economics of Payment Card Interchange Fees," Antitrust Law Journal, Vol. 73 (2006), p. 571-626 at 
579. Many economists have recognized the role of demand elasticity and network effects in addition to marginal 
costs on the two sides of the market in the determination of merchant and cardholder prices for payment card 
services. See e.g., Howard H. Chang and David S. Evans, ''The Competitive Effects ofthe Collective Setting of 
Interchange Fees by Payment Card Systems," The Antitrust Bulletin, Vol. 45, Iss. 3 (Fall 2000), p. 641; Jean
Charles Rochet and Jean Tirole, "Cooperation Among Competitors: Some Economics of Payment Card 
Associations," RAND JournaZ of Economics, Vol. 33, No.4 (Winter 2002), p. 549; Richard Schmalensee, "Payment 
Systems and Interchange Fees," The Journal of Industrial Economics, VoL 50, No.2 (June 2002), p. 103; Sujit 
Chakravorti, "Theory of Credit Card Networks: A Survey of the Literature," Review of Network Economics, Vol. 2, 
Iss. 2 (June 2003). p. 50; Jean-Charles Rochet & Jean Tirole, "An Economic Analysis of the Determination of 
Interchange Fees in Payment Card Systems," Review of Network Economics, Vol. 2, Iss. 2 (June 2003), p. 69; Jean
Charles Rochet, "The Theory of Interchange Fees: A Synthesis of Recent Contributions," Review afNetwork 
Economics, Vol. 2, Iss. 2 (June 2003), p. 97; Julian Wright, "The Detenninants of Optimal Interchange Fees in 
Payment Systems," The Journal of Industrial Economics, Vol. 52, No. 1 (March 2004), p. 1; David S. Evans and 
Richard Schmalensee, "The Economics ofInterchange Fees and Their Regulation: An Overview," prepared for 
Federal Reserve Bank of Kansas City Interchange Fees in Credit and Debit Card Industries Conference, April 6, 
2005, p. 73, available at http://www.kansascityfed.org/econresIPSRlpsrconferencesl2005IEvans-Schmalensee.pdf. 
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The fee to merchants can rise in equilibrium when the cost of the debit network declines, 

because merchants are getting more value from accepting debit when consumers have a stronger 

preference for debit use. The value created by reduced fees or increased rewards to consumers 

indirectly creates increased value for merchants. This is one reason more merchants have joined 

the debit systems, even as merchant discount rates have increased - the value merchants receive 

has increased faster than the cost of accepting debit. 

V. THERE IS NO EVIDENCE THAT CUSTOMERS THAT PAY WITH CASH AND 
CHECKS ARE SUBSIDIZING DEBIT-CARD CUSTOMERS 

Supporters of regulation to set debit interchange rates claim that consumers who pay with 

cash and checks subsidize those paying with debit (and credit) cards. The FRB Staff claims that 

"[c]onsumers that use cash or checks may pay more than if the cost of card acceptance were not 

reflected in the price of goods or services. So given reductions in interchange fees and in overall 

debit card acceptance cost, merchants· could choose to pass the savings through which could 

benefit both the consumers that primarily pay with cash or checks, as well as debit card users. 

We expect this would be most likely to happen .. .in those markets with lower margins and 

intense price competition."s7 

The simple argument made by these critics that each debit transaction has an associated 

merchant fee (the MDR), while there is no fee associated with cash or checks (these payment 

methods are "free"), is wrong. Critics argue that, if debit accounts for 50 percent of a merchant's 

sales (and the per-transaction MDR is, say, 0.4 percent of the transaction amount) and cash and 

checks account for the remainder, then all the merchant's prices will increase by 0.2 percent, 

including prices paid by cash and check customers. Critics claim that, in this way, non-debit 

users subsidize the benefits (includin~ rewards and convenience) that accrue only to debit users. 

This argument has several important logical fallacies (as well as no empirical support). 

First, the argument made by cross-subsidization proponents is completely one sided - it 

masquerades as a cost-benefit analysis, but it addresses only the explicit costs (that can be found 

on a profit and loss statement ("P&L"») and only the costs of one of the relevant payment 

87 Transcript of Fed Governors-Staff Colloquy,.p. 5. 
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methods. As I explained above (and as quantified by Dr. Layne-Farrar for the QSR industry88), 

the costs associated with accepting cash and checks are substantial (although not as easily 

quantified and generally not segregated on a P&L), and may even exceed costs associated with 

debit. Indeed, the fact that airplanes no longer accept cash for in-flight sales of food, beverages 

and other items is further evidence of the substantial handling costs of cash. Although checks 

"clear at par," frequently posted signs and policies of retailers that discourage or prohibit checks, 

along with the explicit costs incurred by the merchant for check authorization, guarantee, etc., 

demonstrate that "par" is not relevant for understanding retailers' real economic costs for 

accepting checks. At a minimum, any discussion of cross subsidization must consider the full 

range of costs and benefits of debit and other payment mechanisms. As I point explain below, 

such an analysis indicates that debit is a low-cost rather than high-cost payment mechanism, 

which reverses the direction of any cross-subsidization. 

Second, by focusing only on the easily quantifiable bank fees paid by the merchant for a 

debit transaction, this argument ignores all operational and competitive benefits that the 

merchant receives in exchange. As descnbed by Dr. Layne-Farrar, evidence from debit's 

adoption by QSRs shows that chains like Sonic introduced debit to gain a competitive advantage. 

This is inconsistent with claims that, by doing so, they had to increase their prices to all their 

customers.89 In particular, given the FRB Staffs position that lower debit interchange rates are 

most likely to be passed through to consumers in "those markets with intense price competition," 

the hyper-competitive fast-food industry would have introduced debit only if the benefits 

exceeded the costs. 90 

Third, critics focus on assumed cross-subsidization of debit, but they ignore the ubiquity 

of "cross-subsidization" in the economy and in retailing operations in particular, and thus the 

clear evidence that any distortion from cost averaging generally is economically meaningless. I 

discuss further below (when I address the fallacy in arguments about "transparency") that 

merchants incur many costs that benefit only a fraction of their customers, and thus result in 

88 Layne-Farrar Report. 
89 Layne-Farrar Report. 
90 See e.g., Spain, William, "Fast-food outlook: Intense competition, margin pressures," Market Watch, January 14, 
2010. Available at www.marketwatch.com/story/story/print?guid=lCDC72ED-SDA6-487A-97BF
B2S0S83D8DFC. 
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"cross-subsidy" of higher-cost customers by those imposing lower costs. For example, many 

department-store shoppers choose their own merchandise, while others rely heavily on time and 

advice from sales people. Yet, merchandise prices do not vary according to whether or not sales 

assistance was provided (even though some retailers pay sales people explicit commissions for 

assisting customers). Many other merchant amenities have the same feature. But no one claims 

that averaging these costs across customers creates competitive harm, or amounts to a cross 

subsidy, and indeed such an argument would be absurd. 

Finally, critics ignore the impact on merchants' sales from offering debit. If customers 

purchase more than they otherwise would have purchased because a merchant accepts debit, then 

the margin on these incremental sales is a benefit of accepting debit that will factor into the 

merchant's pricing decisions. The result could be lower prices across the board, including prices 

charged to cash and check customers. 

Even if arguments regarding the importance or implications of alleged cross

subsidization were relevant, any cross-subsidization likely goes in the opposite direction from 

that claimed by critics - the transaction costs savings and other merchant benefits when 

consumers use debit are more likely to "cross-subsidize" cash and check users. This means that 

a reduction in debit use because of regulatory interference that lowers interchange rates and 

results in less incentive for consumers to use debit could cause merchants to raise prices. 

Certainly, the market evidence that merchants, even in highly competitive segments like QSR, 

freely adopt debit refutes concern about market distortion from interchange fees. 

VI. THE "TRANSPARENCY" OF THE INTERCHANGE FEE TO CONSUMERS IS 
NOT RELEVANT TO UNDERSTANDING WHETHER DEBIT INTERCHANGE 
FEES ARE "TOO HIGH" AND WHETHER COMPETmON IS ENHANCED BY 
LOWERING DEBIT INTERCHANGE FEES THROUGH REGULATION 

Critics of debit interchange rates claim that they compromise competition because they 

are "too high" and they are not transparent to debit cardholders.91 Yet critics provide no valid 

91 For example, Professor Steven Salop, who submitted comments on behalf of the MPC, claims that "market 
efficiency will be enhanced, because the price of debit card usage will become more transparent as the consumers 
using the product will pay for it as opposed to the current system that externalizes those costs to all consumers." 
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economic explanation for why lack of transparency either demonstrates or contributes to an 

absence of competition. FRB Governor Raskin claimed that: 

First of all, the interchange fee system is one that is pretty much hidden from consumers and 
the public, and most people have no idea that interchange fees exist and that they're paying 
for services that they may not even use ... In addition to potentially higher prices, the 
nontransparent nature of the interchange fee suggests that these interchange fees mayor may 
not be in line with the cost to banks that are offering these debit cards, and I think what this 
rule making is doing with, what this process is doing, is ifs an attempt to ascertain these costs 
and determine whether, in fact, 'they're reasonable.92 

Yet, Governor Raskin does not explain how greater transparency would change outcomes or 

benefit merchants or consumers. 

Indeed, claims by merchants, evidently accepted by Governor Raskin and perhaps other 

Governors, that the interchange fee system is "hidden" and that "the public's" lack of 

understanding about how interchange works affects competition and harms consumers is 

inconsistent with economics and is without any support.93 

Most merchant costs are not explicitly itemized for consumers. Importantly, customers 

are not informed about the costs incurred by merchants to accept checks, including bad-check 

losses, cost to purchase payment guarantees from a third party, the cost of additional time 

required by cashiers to handle check payments (including request identification, asking the 

customer to write his or her telephone number on the check, etc.). Neither are they informed 

about the pilferage costs associated with use of cash. Yet, neither merchants nor the government 

argues that customers must be provided with and consider these costs as they make their 

purchases, or else they cannot make appropriate decisions. 

Proponents of transparency, including merchants, the FRB, Congress and other analysts, 

do not explain how competition will be enhanced if the interchange fee system that debit 

networks use to balance demand on the two sides ofthe debit platform is made more transparent, 

See, Salop, Steven C. et. aI. ''Economic Analysis of Debit Card Regulation Under Section 920," Charles River 
Associates, On Behalf of the Merchants Payments Coalition, ~80. 
92 Transcript of Fed Governors-Staff Colloquy, p. 14. 
93 The MPC alleges, "Consumers pay swipe fees right now in the fonn of higher prices even though the fees are 
hidden from them." See, MPC Letter to Senator Crapo. 
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while the costs associated with other payment methods remain "hidden." Economic theory 

shows that the "transparency" that merchants and the FRB seek is more likely to distort than to 

improve the efficiency of consumers' choices. A consumer simply informed about the debit 

MDR incurred by a merchant likely will ignore this information. Moreover, to the extent the 

consumer is forced to pay higher bank fees for the use of debit as a result of the lower 

interchange rates, the consumer might select another payment method. Given the disadvantages 

of payment methods such as checks, and the even higher interchange fees associated with credit 

cards, transparent debit interchange fee but no additional transparency in costs of other payment 

methods likely would lead to less efficient choices among payment methods (e.g., more use of 

checks) and potentially result in higher bank fees for the merchant (e.g., credit card fees). This is 

an implication of economic theory - what appears to be a "second best," but not perfect, option 

(providing information about the interchange fees associated with debit, but providing no 

information about costs to the merchant of other payment methods) can reduce, rather than 

improve, consumers' choices relative to the status quo. 

The claim that there is something nefarious because consumers are not provided explicit 

information about merchant discount fees makes no economic sense, based on even a 

rudimentary understanding of retailing. Merchants face a variety of different costs. Retailers' 

greatest expense likely is for acquiring merchandise, yet with very limited exceptions retailers 

need not and do not disclose their wholesale costs. Consumers likely would be very surprised, 

and might even adjust their purchases,94 if they understood that retailers eam higher margins on 

many private-label products (e.g., private-label over-the-counter pain relievers) at stores like 

Walgreens than they do on brand names like Tylenol, Advil, etc.95 Yet merchants do not claim 

that retailing would be more competitive, and that consumers would be better off, ifWalgreens 

posted both the retail and wholesale price of each product (including any rebates to which it 

94 Retail price is a signal for quality - more expensive products are considered to be higher quality. A consumer 
who understood that the retailer's maTgin on private label products was higher than on brand-name products could 
decide that product quality differences were greater than the consumer previously believed, and change its 
~urchasing decisions accordingly. 

S Studies have found that retailers' gross margins on private label products often exceed their gross margins on 
comparable branded products. See e.g., Mills, David E. "Why Retailers Sell Private Lahels" Journal of Economics 
& Management Strategy, Vol. 4, No.3 Fa111995, 509-528, at 511 and 522. A White Paper by Weatherchem reports 
that "[tlhe profitahility of private label is substantial, with margins that are generally 6% to 10% higher than national 
brands." See, "Branding and Packaging of Private Lahel" Weatherchem White Paper. 
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might be entitled if it met certain volume targets) so that consumers could make choices based on 

a full understanding of cost. 

The fact that merchants spread costs incurred to serve some but not all customers across 

all their customers reinforces the economic logic that cost transparency is not expected in 

competition and that greater transparency need not benefit consumers. Many amenities offered 

by a merchant benefit some, but not all, of its customers. A merchant provides free parking, 

even though some customers walk or take public transportation to the store. A retailer provides 

shopping carts even though some customers purchase only one or two items. Merchants may 

advertise, even though advertising attracts only some, but not all, customers. A retailer may train 

its sales staff: and may hire only experienced personnel that command a higher market wage than 

average, even though some customers do not use the sales staff's services. 

None of these costs are itemized to customers, and customers are not offered a discount if 

they do not use the parking lot, a shopping cart, or the time of the sales staff. While all these 

costs may influence the merchant's pricing, it violates common sense to accuse a retailer of 

"cross-subsidizing" certain customers by not itemizing each cost and then letting the customer 

decide, for example, whether or not the assistance provided by a sales person is worth the cost.96 

Similarly, merchants do not add a surcharge to purchases made with a check to 

compensate for the extra time spent by the cashier to process a check transaction or itemize the 

cost of the armored truck or employee time to transport cash to the bank. Competition is not 

limited and consumers are not harmed because merchants do not itemize each cost incurred to 

serve each individual customer. Indeed, since the FRB regards many retail markets as highly 

competitive, evidence that retailers themselves engage in widespread "cross-subsidization" in 

those markets refutes the FRB's claim that cross subsidization reflects a lack of competition 

andlor the exercise of market power .. 

Finally, it is ironic that merchants' concerns about transparency relate only to the cost of 

interchange fees, and not to transparency regarding the benefits they obtain from accepting debit. 

96 Data from the Bureau of Labor Statistics indicate that the median wage for a retail salesperson was $9.74 in May 
2009. If a salesperson assists a customer for .15 minutes, this is equivalent to $2.44 per customer. See, 
"Occupational Employment and Wages, May 2009 41-2031 Retail Salespersons," Bureau of Labor Statistics. 
Available atwww.bls.gov/oes/2009/may/Oes412031.htm. 
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These cost savings (reduced transacti?n time, virtually immediate transfer of funds) also are 

"hidden," and are not easily identified on merchants' profit and loss statements, and merchants 

may take them for granted. To the extent that merchants claim that consumers' choices are 

distorted by lack of transparency, they also should recognize that their own preference among 

payment methods is distorted by their failure to take account of the "hidden" benefits debit 

provides. 

Vll. THE SMALL NUMBER AND LARGE SIZE OF DEBIT NETWORKS DOES NOT 
MEAN THAT RESULTING MERCHANT DISCOUNT RATES ARE mGHER 
THAN IF THERE WERE MORE OR SMALLER NETWORKS 

Critics often claim that the level of debit fees reflects the exercise of market power and a 

lack of competition in the debit marketplace. They point to the scale of Visa and MasterCard as 

evidence that these networks must charge supracompetitive rates. However, this is wrong as a 

matter of economics and it is contradicted by empirical evidence. Proper economic analysis 

shows that there is no reason why the level of interchange fees would be lower if there were 

more networks, and empirical evidence indicates that there is no such relationship between 

network size and the magnitude of bank fees. 

Based on at least three benchmarks, debit fees are not unreasonably high. First, as I 

stressed above, they are low relative to the value of the services provided. Second, they are low 

relative to what merchants pay for other services that expand sales and provide value to 

consumers (such as OpenTable and Groupon). Services such as OpenTable and Groupon 

charged substantial fees (much higher than those charged by the major debit networks) from their 

inception, even though those services' could not have had market power. Third, the FRB has 

provided no evidence that debit fees are high relative to the full economic cost of servicing debit 

transactions. In particular, the provision of debit requires many costs not covered by the FRB 

proposed fee structure. 

A. The Merchant Acceptance Decision is Independent of Network Size 

Merchants accept debit cards if the benefits of acceptance outweigh the actual (or 

potential) loss from not accepting a card. The question of whether a merchants gains from card 

acceptance is independent of the size of the network. The merchant will accept a card when the 
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gain from added sales (dS) times the margin (M) on those sales exceeds the incremental fees paid 

(f* S), where f is the net fee paid on a given network's transactions and S is the merchant's sales 

on the given card network in question: 

which can be rewritten as: 

Equation (2) compares the ratio of the change in sales over total sales to the ratio of the 

card fee divided by the merchant's margin, and shows that a small network that generates an 

additional $100 in sales (dS = $100) for a merchant with $10,000 in total sales on the card 

network (S = $10,000) would have the same attractiveness as a much larger network generating 

an additional $10,000 in sales (dS= $10,000) on a network with $1,000,000 in total sales 

(S=$I,OOO,OOO). In both cases, the merchant loses one percent of customers presenting the card 

if it does not accept the card in questipn, so it is better off accepting the card if the ratio of lost 

sales to total sales on the network is greater than the ratio of the network fee to the merchant's 

margin. The total size of the network, and whether there are more or fewer networks, does not 

affect this decision. 

This illustrates the critical point that it is the strength of the cardholder's loyalty to its 

network that determines whether a network can charge higher fees, not the size of the network. 

Fleet cards (used by long haul truckers) generally carry a higher merchant fee than typical debit 

cards,91 likely because fleet-card users typically are willing to drive to a different supplier where 

they know their card is accepted (and therefore the ratio dS/S is quite large). The same 

considerations also likely explain why merchants accept cards from very small networks (such as 

university identification cards), even though those cards may have relatively high merchant 

discount rates. The Indiana University Southeast "UCARD" debit card is one example. The 

UCARD program charges participating merchants a fee equal to five percent of the retail 

91 For example, some fleet cards offer transaction fees on a sliding scale from $020 to $0.48 plus 125 percent of the 
transaction total, depending on the level of service. See e.g., Keller, Maura, "Fueling Commercial Transactions," 
NPN, National Petroleum News, June 2007, Yol. 99, Iss. 6, pp. 34-38. 
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transaction, which far exceeds the MDR typically charged retailers for participation in the major 

debit networks, even though UCARD represents a far smaller network. The key economic 

principle this illustrates is that it is attractive for local area merchants to accept UCARD, despite 

the relatively high merchant fee, because many students have a strong desire to use their 

university card for purchases at local merchants and thus merchants that do not accept the card 

would be at a competitive disadvantage relative to merchants that accept UCARD.98 

B. Available International Evidence Indicates that Merchant Fees are Independent of 
Network Size 

Experience in foreign countries provides no evidence that debit fees would be lower if 

there were more card networks in the United States. Japan, for example, historically had 

fragmented card issuance, with merchants able to join 12 or more networks. Yet, research shows 

that Japanese merchant discounts typically ranged from 3-3.5 percent, and occasionally exceeded 

five percent, compared to fees of less ·than two percent in the United States.99 Even though Japan 

has many competing card networks, fees there have not been lower than the rates that prevail in 

the United States. 

c. Network Growth is not Associated with Increases in Merchant Fees 

As discussed above, OpenTable has maintained the same fee structure as the number of 

participating merchants and cardholders has grown dramatically. Table 1 shows the substantial 

growth in OpenTable's diners and restaurants from 2005 through 2009. While OpenTable's per 

diner fee remained constant at $1.00 over the period, average fees per diner actually decline 

somewhat. 

The example of OpenTable illustrates the key point outlined above. Even though the size 

of the OpenTable network increased roughly five fold from 2005 to 2009, the per-diner fees 

charged to merchants remained the same and average fees declined. OpenTable's pricing 

strategy is inconsistent with the theory that fees are higher than the competitive level because 

networks are large and therefore are "must have" for merchants. Indeed, the FRB has not 

98 See, "IU Southeast UCARD - Frequently Asked Questions." Available at 
www.ius.edulucardlpdfIMerchantFAQs.pdf. 
99 Ronald J. Mann, "Credit Cards and Debit ClITds in the United States and Japan," Monetary and Economic Studies, 
January 2002, pp. 149-151. 
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presented any evidence linking netwark size o.r the number o.fnetwo.rks to. the level o.fmerchant 

fees. The underlying eco.no.mic theo.ry do.es no.t predict such a relatio.nship, and the FRB 

pro.vides no. evidence that such a relatio.nship exists. 

Table 1 
OpenTable - Diners, Restaurants, and Revenues 

(2005 - 2009) 

2005 2006 2007 2008 2009 
Seated Diners (thousands) 8,332 15,255 24,858 34,178 42,866 
Restaurants (thousands) 3.944 5.787 7.861 10.335 12.351 
Revenues (thousands} $16,715 $27,168 $41,148 $55,844 $68,596 
Revenue per Diner $2.01 $1.78 $1.66 $1.63 $1.60 

Source: OpenTable 2009 Annual Repo.rt, p. 31. 

CAGR 
{2005-2009} 

51% 
33% 
42% 

-5% 

VITI. EVEN IF THE U.S. DEBIT SYSTEM SURVIVES THE PROPOSED RATES AND 
REGULATORY STRUCTURE, THE DEBIT NETWORKS, CONSUMERS AND 
ECONOMIC EFFICIENCY WILL SUFFER 

Pro.Po.nents o.fthe Durbin Amendment and the FRB's Pro.Po.sal claim that debit systems 

in o.ther co.untries have survived reguiatio.n that fo.rced do.wn interchange rates. Even if this is 

true, eco.no.mics do.es no.t SUPPo.rt regulato.ry interference just because the negative impact is 

sufficiently mo.dest to. avo.id destro.ying a payment system. Fo.r example, go.vernment could 

make it illegal fo.r theater o.wners to. charge fo.r admissio.n to. mo.vies. Theatrical mo.vie exhibitio.n 

Wo.uld co.ntinue, because theater o.perato.rs Wo.uld find alternative ways to. SUPPo.rt their 

businesses - inserting co.mmercials into. mo.vies, fo.r example, o.r requiring each mo.viego.er to. 

purchase a large Po.Pco.rn and large drink o.r a meal. But the fact that the industry Wo.uld survive 

do.es no.t make this a benign restrictio.n. Since the mo.vie itself has value, it sho.uld be exhibited' 

fo.r any patro.n willing to. pay to. see it, and requiring that this value is co.llected in o.ther ways will 

distort provisio.n o.fbo.th movies and the o.ther goo.ds and services "taxed" to. finance mo.vie 

exhibitio.n. The result will be less mo.vie viewing and less efficient o.utco.mes. 

Debit provides value to. merchants, and the efficient way to. co.llect fo.r that value is to. do. 

so. directly fro.m the merchants that benefit. Using regulatio.n to. force banks to co.llect the value 
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provided to merchants from demand-deposit holders generally, or even from other bank 

customers or through a "tax" on other bank services, is inefficient. 

The regulation contemplated by the Durbin Amendment and proposed by the FRB will 

cause great economic hann without any substantial offsetting benefit. These interventions do not 

satisfy any of the criteria economics identifies as warranting market intervention. In particular, 

any such interference with market pricing should be supported by (a) a clear identification ofa 

market failure that the regulation is intended to address, (b) a thorough analysis of the 

regulation's benefits and costs, and (c) a thorough analysis to ascertain whether similar 

regulatory intervention elsewhere ha~ unintended consequences and the likelihood that the 

impact of the proposed regulation is accurately predicted. The Durbin Amendment and the 

FRB's Proposal meet none of these criteria. 

A. No Identified Market Failure 

Debit's critics have provided no evidence of a "market failure" that requires regulatory 

intervention. I explained above that the fact that fees to operate the system and balance demand 

on the two sides of the platform are imposed on merchants, rather than consumers, does not 

reflect ~ lack of competition. This way of pricing is common in two-sided markets, and it does 

not originate when a network becomes "ubiquitous" and well established. The economics that 

explains pricing of debit is common across competitive markets, and the hallmark of a 

competitive outcome is evident here - the tremendous success of debit and resulting 

displacement of less attractive (and less competitive) alternatives. 

B. Costs of Regulation VastIy Exceed the Claimed Benefits 

The Durbin Amendment exempts banks with less than $10 billion in assets from the 

proposed restrictions on the interchange rate. I understand that this was not supported by any 

economic analysis, but rather by political considerations. One way of interpreting this 

exemption is that it acknowledges that inefficient smaller institutions could not adapt to 

additional inefficiency from the regulation of interchange rates. Otherwise, it is unclear why the 

supposed market failure that motivated the Amendment can be addressed while exempting the 

overwhelming majority of financial institutions. 
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A two-tiered interchange system, which Visa announced it will implement (at least 

initiallyl0'1, will create distortions an'" promote inefficient bank operations. Large efficient 

banks will be forced by competitive pressures to try to increase other fees in order to recover lost 

interchange revenue. Imposing costs of operating their debit operations - including the 

incremental costs ''with respect to the transaction" that the FRB wrongly ignored in preparing its 

Proposal, fIxed costs of providing debit/o1 fraud prevention costs, etc. - on demand-deposit 

customers generally and even on other bank customers will distort choices. The FRB Staff 

aclrnowledges that costs will be shifted and that "it's hard to anticipate what the overall effect on 

consumers ~l be,,,lo2 and yet it ignored these effects in recommending an extreme fonn of 

regulation that must shrink the debit system because the price cuts are clearly below cost and the 

proposed rates do not reflect the benefIts provided to merchants. 

Smaller banks will remain free to support their debit programs with interchange fees that 

exceed the cap proposed by the FRB (as long as Visa and MasterCard maintain a two-tiered 

interchange schedule). However, these institutions likely are small because they are relatively 

inefficient and have higher costs. If customers switch from large banks to smaller, less efficient 

ones, there will be harm to competition and consumers. The shift will not be motivated by 

appropriate price signals, but rather by the fact that large institutions lost their freedom to price 

efficiently. The result will be a less efficient banking industry - expanding the output of less 

efficient suppliers and reducing output of the most efficient ones. The end result will be that 

debit services generally will be supplied at a higher cost, there will be less usage of debit than 

would exist under the current system, and likely less use of other bank services that now will be 

implicitly taxed (such as demand deposit accounts, which now may not be "free") as well. 

From an economic perspective, a subsidy that allows one group to survive and expand in 

ways that would not be efficient absent the subsidy is worse than simply transferring money to 

the inefficient group. If the exemption for small institutions was motivated by concern that they 

might not be viable (as debit issuers at least) if their interchange revenue were reduced to the 

100 Visa has announced that it will implement a two-tier system, while MasterCard has yet to make an 
announcement. See, "Visa Commits to a Two-Tier Debit Card Interchange Structure," Digital Transactions, January 
7,2011. Available at www.digitaltransactions.netlnews/story/2861. 
101 There may be no fixed costs under an appropriate economic definition of incremental costs. 
102 Transcript of Fed Governors-Staff Colloquy, p. 5. 
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level proposed for larger banks, then regulation will create more harm than iflump-sum transfers 

were made to small institutions (thereby avoiding the distortion). 

Finally, an important impact of the proposed debit interchange regulations likely will be 

to make certain business models uneconomic and potentially cause harm to certain demographic 

groups. In particular, the free-checking model that TCF has followed successfully to become the 

twelfth largest issuer of Visa debit cards (although it is only the 47th largest commercial bank) 

likely will not be viable. 103 As explained by Dr. Layne Farrar, TCF has been able to serve low

and middle-income customers who otherwise might not have checking accounts,104 and thus 

might rely instead on currency exchanges, less convenient cash transactions, etc. The loss of 

business models, such as TCF's, may reduce consumer welfare. 

c. Unintended Consequences are Likely Given the Magnitude of the Changes 
Required 

By their very nature, predicting "unintended consequences" is difficult, decidedly so 

when regulators substitute their judgment for market prices. However, the likelihood that 

regulators will create unintended (and harmful) consequences increases with the magnitude of 

the changes imposed by regulation. Here, two features of the FRB Proposal are dramatic when 

compared with changes in debit and credit regulation in other countries. First, the Proposal 

would reduce debit interchange rates by about 80 percent, which the FRB acknowledges results 

in fees that do not compensate even for the most limited per-transaction cost. 105 The reduction 

exceeds that imposed in Australia and other countries that regulated debit rates. The larger the 

reduction in the controlled price, and thus the greater the shift to recovering costs from a bank's 

other operations, the greater the resulting distortion and inefficiency.l06 

103 TCF National Bank v. Bemake et. al. Complaint, ,27. 
104 Exhibit A to the Declaration of Anne Layne-Farrar in the matter ofTCF National Bank v. Bemake et. at, 
November 3, 2010, 'W 8, 18, 66. 
lOS As the FRB Staff noted, "And so taking those both - those considerations both into account, that's how we 
detennined that we should probably limit the allowable costs just to those functions that were specifically mentioned 
in the statute: Authorization, clearing and settlement." See, Transcript of Fed Govemors-StaffColloquy. p. 12. 
lO6lndeed, a wen know result in economics is that the resulting distortion increases with the square of the price 
change, which would imply that an 80 percent reduction in debit fees would generate roughly 16 times the distortion 
of a 20 percent reduction. 
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Second, based on my review of regulatory intervention in credit and debit networks in 

other countries, regulators have never exempted a group of small banks from regulation of 

interchange rates and thereby created a two-tier system that distorts usage within the banking 

industry. Given the substantial and unprecedented proposed regulations, considerably greater 

analysis and evaluation should be performed and made available for review by interested parties 

in order to avoid potentially great hann to efficiency and consumers. 

IX. CONCLUSION 

A sound economic approach to formulating regulation to remedy a claimed market failure 

should be implemented as follows. First, it is essential to clearly identify the nature and scope of 

the alleged market failure that the regulation's supporters claim exists. Market participants have 

incentives to attempt to reduce competition through regulation, so a critical first step is to 

perform a thorough economic evaluation to understand whether the alleged "market failure" 

instead results from vigorous competition. Here, as I explain, the outcome that we see for debit 

networks as well as many other two-sided platforms reflects precisely the outcome that 

economics predicts results from vigorous competition. There is no evidence of market failure, 

and thus no need for regulation such as required by the Durbin Amendment and implemented 

provisionally by the FRB. 

Second, if a sound economic analysis identifies a market failure, and not just a 

competitive outcome that certain market participants dislike, then any regulation should target 

the specific market failure, and not be more general than necessary, while considering both the 

costs and benefits of such a remedy. Even if there were a "market failure" in the debit system, it 

is possible that any proposed remedy would create greater costs than benefits. If a cost-benefit 

analysis shows that there is no way to. "remedy" a market failure without creating greater harm to 

efficiency and consumers, then regulation should be avoided. 

Third, even if a remedy can be devised that static analysis suggests creates more benefits 

than harm, it is important to consider the likelihood of unintended consequences, including the 

possibility of unforeseen consequences (which almost inevitably occur). It also is important to 

consider that unintended and unfores~en consequences become more likely the greater the 

magnitude of regulatory interference. Here, experience with intervention in foreign countries 
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should be considered thoroughly, both to confirm that the expected and claimed benefits were 

achieved, but more importantly to understand whether the FRB' s proposal is sufficiently similar 

to regulation in those countries that it is reasonable to predict the consequences if the FRB 

Proposal is adopted. 

Thus, the key economic principles to guide future consideration of the wisdom of the 

Durbin Amendment and the FRB' s p~oposed implementation is whether there is a market failure 

to solve (and there is not), whether the proposed rule does more good than harm (it does not), 

and whether there is a likelihood ofhannful unintended consequences (there is). Thus, the 

consequence of the current proposal likely will be substantial loss of efficiency and harm to 

consumers. 
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1990, Business Day section pp. 1. Long piece on income inequality. 

"One Study's Rags to Riches Is Another's Rut of Poverty," by Sylvia Nasar, New York 
Times, June 17, 1992, Business Section pp. 1. Long piece on the income inequality 
research. 

"Nobels Pile Up for Chicago, but Is the Glory Gone?" by Sylvia Nasar, New York Times 
November 4,1993, Business Section pp. 1. Long piece on Chicago School of 
economics. Featured a photo of five of the ''brightest stars on the economics faculty" 
(including Murphy) and a paragraph about Murphy's research. 

''This Sin Tax is Win-Win," by Christopher Farrell. Business Week, April 11, 1994, pp. 
30. Commentary section refers to Murphy, Becker, and Grossman's work on rational 
addiction. 

"Growing inequality and the economics of fragmentation," by David Warsh, Boston 
Sunday Globe, August 21,1994, pp. A1. Two-page article with picture and biographical 
details about Murphy and hi~ research; part of a series about "how the new generation 
replaced the old in economics." 

"A Pay Raise's Impact," by Louis Uchitelle. New York Times,January 12, 1995, Business 
Section pp. 1. Article about consequences of proposed increase in the minimum wage. 
Articles featuring Murphy's comments on the minimum wage appeared in numerous 
other publications, including the Chicago Tribune; in addition, Murphy was interviewed 
on CNN Qanuary 26,1995). 

"The Undereducated American," Wall Street Journal, August 19,1996, pp. A12. Changes 
in the rate of returns to education. 

"In Honor of Kevin M. Murphy: Winner of the John Bates Oark Medal," by Finis 
Welch, 14 Journal ojEconomic Perspectives 193 (2000) 
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